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TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of communications technologies, and in particular, to a method and device for anchor master selection.

BACKGROUND

[0002] With coming of a mobile Internet era, a mainstream pattern in the Internet industry becomes social, localized, and mobile. Particularly, with popularization of a mobile device equipped with a Wireless Fidelity (Wireless-Fidelity, Wi-Fi) interface, social application of a device in neighbor awareness networking (Neighbor Awareness Networking, NAN) is becoming a hot spot in the industry.

[0003] A NAN network including multiple NAN devices is referred to as a NAN cluster (Cluster), and devices in a same NAN cluster have a same cluster identifier. Each device has its own attributes, including: a role (Role) and a state (State). A role includes two types: master (Master) and non-master (non-Master), and a state includes two types: synchronization (sync) and non-synchronization (non-sync). A device in the sync state is responsible for maintaining cluster synchronization. A master must be in the sync state, but a non-master may be in a sync or non-sync state. Each device further includes a master rank (Master Rank, MR), a master with a largest MR in the NAN cluster becomes an anchor master (Anchor Master, AM), and all other devices keep time synchronous with the AM, thereby ensuring synchronization of the entire NAN cluster.

[0004] A typical application scenario in the NAN cluster is that devices perform mutual service discovery before being associated. To perform service discovery between devices, a device in the NAN cluster must work on a social (social) channel of the NAN in a specific time period and maintain an awake (awake) state, for example, a social channel on a 2.4 GHz frequency channel is a channel 6. In some scenarios, the NAN is required to run in a background for a long time, and therefore a device in the NAN needs to perform energy saving control. Therefore, the device awakes only when a discovery window (Discovery Window, DW) arrives, and performs service discovery and cluster synchronization on a social channel; however, outside a DW, all devices except the master may be in a sleep state.

[0005] Because crystal oscillators inside different NAN devices have different frequencies, two devices must be often synchronized so as to ensure that there is no large deviation between system clocks of the two devices. To maintain synchronization of the NAN cluster, each master and each sync non-master send a synchronization beacon (Sync Beacon) frame in a DW, where the synchronization beacon frame includes AM information and time synchronization function (Time Synchronization Function, TSF) information, and the AM information includes: an anchor master rank (Anchor Master Rank, AMR), a hop count (Hop Count to Anchor Master, HC), and an anchor master beacon transmission time (Anchor Master Beacon Transmission Time, AMBTT). The AMR is an MR value of an AM, and each device in the NAN cluster records an AMR value.

[0006] Because a synchronization reference in the NAN cluster is the AM, that is, the master with the largest MR, and the MR changes randomly with time, when an MR of a device changes, the master with the largest MR in the NAN cluster also changes. When the MR of the device changes, an AM with a largest MR can be selected in time in the NAN cluster, which is crucial for maintaining synchronization of the NAN cluster. According to a current NAN specification draft, in a process of NAN cluster synchronization, an AMR value recorded in a device only becomes larger. However, when an MR of an AM becomes smaller, even if a device whose MR is an original AMR value does not exist, the original AMR value recorded in the device always exists in the NAN cluster and cannot be removed, and a recorded HC value becomes larger. According to an existing specification, when an HC in a received Sync Beacon frame exceeds a threshold, a device discards the Sync Beacon frame, that is, as time goes by, an HC becomes larger, devices in the entire NAN cluster discard all received Sync Beacon frames because the HC exceeds the threshold. Moreover, because the NAN cluster loses an AM, the entire NAN cluster crashes, and as a result, time synchronization between the devices cannot be implemented.

SUMMARY

[0007] The present invention provides a method and device for anchor master selection, which are used to maintain time synchronization between devices in a NAN cluster.

[0008] To resolve the foregoing technical problem, the following technical solutions are provided by the present invention:

[0009] According to a first aspect, the present invention provides a method for anchor master selection, including:

- receiving, by a device, a neighbor awareness networking beacon NAN Beacon frame, where the NAN Beacon frame
carries first AM information and first time synchronization function TSF information, and the first AM information includes: a first anchor master rank AMR, a first hop count HC, and a first anchor master beacon transmission time AMBTT; and the device records second AM information and second TSF information, where the second AM information comprises: a second AMR, a second HC, and a second AMBTT;

if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and a master rank MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, switching, by the device, a role of the device to AM; and

if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is less than the first AMR, updating, by the device according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0010] With reference to the first aspect, in a first possible implementation manner of the first aspect, the method further includes:

if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is equal to the first AMR, switching, by the device, the role of the device to AM, or updating, by the device according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0011] With reference to the first aspect or the first possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a second possible implementation manner of the first aspect, before the switching, by the device, the role of the device to AM, and the updating, by the device according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device, the method further includes:

if the first HC is less than or equal to the hop count threshold, triggering, by the device, execution of the step of switching, by the device, the role of the device to AM, or triggering, by the device, execution of the step of updating, by the device, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0012] With reference to the first aspect or the first or the second possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a third possible implementation manner of the first aspect, when the device is an AM, whether the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection is determined in the following manners:

if the first AMR is less than the second AMR, determining, by the device, that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection;
if the first AMR is greater than or equal to the second AMR, and if the first AMR is equal to a third AMR within a preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, determining, by the device, that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, where the third AMR is an AMR before the second AMR in the device is updated; and
if the NAN Beacon frame does not meet a first condition, determining, by the device, that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, where the first condition is as follows: the first AMR is less than the second AMR, or the first AMR is equal to the third AMR within the preset time period.

[0013] With reference to the first aspect or the first or the second possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a fourth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, when the device is an AM, whether the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection is determined in the following manners:

if the first AMR is less than the second AMR, determining, by the device, that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection;
if the first AMR is greater than or equal to the second AMR, and if the first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT within a preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, determining, by the device, that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection; and
if the NAN Beacon frame does not meet a second condition, determining, by the device, that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, where the second condition is as follows: the first AMR is less than the second AMR, or the first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT within the preset time period.

[0014] With reference to the first aspect or the first or the second possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a fifth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, when the device is not an AM, whether the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection is determined in the following manners:

if the first AMR is less than the second AMR within a preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, determining, by the device, that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection; and
if the first AMR is equal to a third AMR within the preset period time, determining, by the device, that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, where the third AMR is an AMR before the second AMR in the device is updated; and
if the NAN Beacon frame does not meet a third condition, determining, by the device, that the NAN Beacon frame 
is used for AM selection, where the third condition is as follows: the first AMR is less than the second AMR within 
the preset time period, or the first AMR is equal to the third AMR within the preset time period.

[0015] With reference to the first aspect or the first or the second possible implementation manner of the first aspect, 
in a sixth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, when the device is not an AM, whether the NAN Beacon 
frame is used for AM selection is determined in the following manners:

if the first AMR is less than the second AMR within a preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, 
determining, by the device, that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection;

if the first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT within the preset time period, determining, by the device, that the 
NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection; and

if the NAN Beacon frame does not meet a fourth condition, determining, by the device, that the NAN Beacon frame 
is used for AM selection, where the fourth condition is as follows: the first AMR is less than the second AMR within 
the preset time period, or the first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT within the preset time period.

[0016] With reference to the first aspect or the first, the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, or the sixth possible 
implementation manner of the first aspect, in a seventh possible implementation manner of the first aspect, the method 
further includes:

if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is greater than the second AMR, updating, by 
the device according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are 
recorded in the device.

[0017] With reference to the first aspect or the first, the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, or the seventh 
possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in an eighth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, the 
updating, by the device according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information 
that are recorded in the device includes:

updating, by the device, the second AMR value to the first AMR value;

updating, by the device, the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1;

if the NAN Beacon frame is sent by the AM, updating, by the device, the second AMBTT value to a value of a preset 
byte/preset bytes of the first TSF information; or if the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by the AM, updating, by the 
device, the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT; and

updating, by the device, a value of the second TSF information to a value of the first TSF information.

[0018] With reference to the first aspect or the first, the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, the seventh, 
or the eighth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a ninth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, 
the method further includes:

if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, if the first AMBTT 
is greater than the second AMBTT, or the first AMBTT is equal to the second AMBTT and the first HC is less than the 
second HC minus 1, updating, by the device according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second TSF information and some information 
or all information of the second AM information that are recorded in the device.

[0019] With reference to the ninth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a tenth possible implementation 
manner of the first aspect,

if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, and the first AMBTT 
is greater than the second AMBTT, the updating, by the device according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second TSF 
information and some information or all information of the second AM information that are recorded in the device includes:

updating, by the device, the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1;

if the NAN Beacon frame is sent by the AM, updating, by the device, the second AMBTT value to the value of the 
preset byte/bytes of the first TSF information; or if the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by the AM, updating, by the 
device, the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT; and

updating, by the device, the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information; and

if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, and when the first 
AMBTT is equal to the second AMBTT, and the first HC is less than the second HC minus 1, the updating, by the device 
according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second TSF information and some information or all information of the second 
AM information that are recorded in the device includes:
With reference to the first aspect or the first, the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, the seventh, or the eighth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, an eleventh possible implementation manner of the first aspect, the method further includes at least one of the following steps:

- If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, and the first HC is greater than or equal to the second HC, ignoring, by the device, the first AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame;
- If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, and the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by the AM, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, the first HC is equal to the second HC minus 1, and the first AMBTT is greater than the second AMBTT, updating, by the device, the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT, and updating, by the device, the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information;
- If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, and the NAN Beacon frame is sent by the AM, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, the first HC is equal to the second HC minus 1, and the value of the preset byte/bytes of the first TSF information is greater than the second AMBTT, updating, by the device, the second AMBTT value to the value of the preset byte/bytes of the first TSF information; or if the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by the AM, updating, by the device, the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT, updating, by the device, the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information; and
- If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, and the first HC is less than the second HC minus 1, if the NAN Beacon frame is sent by the AM, updating, by the device, the second AMBTT value to the value of the preset byte/bytes of the second TSF information; or if the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by the AM, updating, by the device, the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT, updating, by the device, the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information, and updating, by the device, the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1.

With reference to the first aspect or the first, the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, the seventh, the eighth, the ninth, the tenth, or the eleventh possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a twelfth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, the method further includes:

- When a difference obtained by subtracting the second AMBTT from the value of the second TSF information is greater than a preset transmission time threshold, switching, by the device, the role of the device to AM.

With reference to the first aspect or the first, the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, the seventh, the eighth, the ninth, the tenth, or the eleventh possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a thirteenth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, when the device is not an AM, and the MR of the device is updated, the method further includes:

- When an updated MR of the device is greater than the second AMR, switching, by the device, the role of the device to AM.

With reference to the first aspect or the first, the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, the seventh, the eighth, the ninth, the tenth, the eleventh, the twelfth, or the thirteenth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a fourteenth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, the switching, by the device, the role of the device to AM includes:

- Updating, by the device, the second AMR value to the MR value of the device;
- Updating, by the device, the second HC value to 0;
- Updating, by the device, the second AMBTT value to a value of a preset byte/preset bytes of the second TSF information.

With reference to the first aspect or the first, the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, the seventh, the eighth, the ninth, the tenth, the eleventh, the twelfth, or the thirteenth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a fifteenth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, the switching, by the device, the role of the device to AM includes:

- Updating, by the device, the second AMR value to the MR value of the device;
- Updating, by the device, the second HC value to 0;
- Updating, by the device, the second AMBTT value to 0x00000000.

With reference to the first aspect or the first, the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, the seventh, the eighth, the ninth, the tenth, the eleventh, the twelfth, the thirteenth, the fourteenth, or the fifteenth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a sixteenth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, when the device
is an AM, the method further includes:
when the MR of the device is updated, maintaining, by the device, an AM role, and updating, by the device, the recorded second AMR to an updated MR value of the device.

[0026] According to a second aspect, the present invention provides a device for anchor master selection, where the device includes:

a Beacon frame receiving module, configured to receive a neighbor awareness networking beacon NAN Beacon frame, where the NAN Beacon frame carries first AM information and first time synchronization function TSF information, and the first AM information includes: a first anchor master rank AMR, a first hop count HC, and a first anchor master beacon transmission time AMBTT; and the device records second AM information and second TSF information, where the second AM information comprises: a second AMR, a second HC, and a second AMBTT;

a role switching module, configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the master rank MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, switch a role of the device to AM; and

an information updating module, configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is less than the first AMR, update, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0027] With reference to the second aspect, in a first possible implementation manner of the second aspect, the role switching module is further configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is equal to the first AMR, switch the role of the device to AM; or the information updating module is further configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is equal to the first AMR, update, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0028] With reference to the second aspect or the first possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a second possible implementation manner of the second aspect, the device further includes:
an execution triggering module, configured to: if the first HC is less than or equal to the hop count threshold, trigger the role switching module to execute the step of switching the role of the device to AM, or trigger the information updating module to execute the step of updating, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0029] With reference to the second aspect or the first or the second possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a third possible implementation manner of the second aspect, when the device is an AM, the device further includes: a first AM selection determining module, configured to determine, in the following manners, whether the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection:

if the first AMR is less than the second AMR, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection;
if the first AMR is greater than or equal to the second AMR, and if the first AMR is equal to a third AMR within a preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, where the third AMR is an AMR before the second AMR in the device is updated; and
if the NAN Beacon frame does not meet a first condition, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, where the first condition is as follows: the first AMR is less than the second AMR, or the first AMR is equal to the third AMR within the preset time period.

[0030] With reference to the second aspect or the first or the second possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a fourth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, when the device is an AM, the device further includes: a second AM selection determining module, configured to determine, in the following manners, whether the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection:

if the first AMR is less than the second AMR, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection;
if the first AMR is greater than or equal to the second AMR, when the second AMR in the device is updated, if the first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT within a preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, where the first AMR is an AMR before the second AMR in the device is updated; and
if the NAN Beacon frame does not meet a second condition, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, where the first condition is as follows: the second AMR is less than the second AMR, or the first AMR is equal to the third AMR within the preset time period.

[0031] With reference to the second aspect or the first or the second possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a fifth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, when the device is not an AM, the device further
includes: a third AM selection determining module, configured to determine, in the following manners, whether the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection:

- if the first AMR is less than the second AMR within a preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection;
- if the first AMR is equal to a third AMR within the preset period time, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, where the third AMR is an AMR before the second AMR in the device is updated; and
- if the NAN Beacon frame does not meet a third condition, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, where the third condition is as follows: the first AMR is less than the second AMR within the preset time period, or the first AMR is equal to the third AMR within the preset time period.

[0032] With reference to the second aspect or the first or the second possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a sixth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, when the device is not an AM, the device further includes: a fourth AM selection determining module, configured to determine, in the following manners, whether the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection:

- if the first AMR is less than the second AMR within a preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection;
- if the first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT within the preset time period, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection; and
- if the NAN Beacon frame does not meet a fourth condition, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, where the fourth condition is as follows: the first AMR is less than the second AMR within the preset time period, or the first AM is equal to the third AMR within the preset time period.

[0033] With reference to the second aspect or the first, the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, or the sixth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a seventh possible implementation manner of the second aspect, the information updating module is further configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is greater than the second AMR, update, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0034] With reference to the second aspect or the first, the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, or the seventh possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in an eighth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, the information updating module includes:

- a first AMR updating submodule, configured to update the second AMR value to the first AMR value;
- a first HC updating submodule, configured to update the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1;
- a first AMBTT updating submodule, configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is sent by the AM, update the second AMBTT value to a value of a preset byte/preset bytes of the first TSF information; or if the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by the AM, update the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT; and
- a TSF updating submodule, configured to update a value of the second TSF information to a value of the first TSF information.

[0035] With reference to the second aspect or the first, the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, the seventh, or the eighth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a ninth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, the information updating module is further configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, if the first AMBTT is greater than the second AMBTT, or the first AMBTT is equal to the second AMBTT and the first HC is less than the second HC minus 1, update, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second TSF information and some information or all information of the second AM information that are recorded in the device.

[0036] With reference to the ninth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a tenth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, and the first AMBTT is greater than the second AMBTT, the information updating module includes:

- the first HC updating submodule, configured to update the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1;
- the first AMBTT updating submodule, configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is sent by the AM, update the second AMBTT value to the value of the preset byte/bytes of the first TSF information; or if the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by the AM, update the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT; and
- the TSF updating submodule, configured to update the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first
TSF information; and

if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, and when the first AMBTT is equal to the second AMBTT, and the first HC is less than the second HC minus 1, the information updating module includes:

the first HC updating submodule, configured to update the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1; and
the TSF updating submodule, configured to update the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information.

[0037] With reference to the second aspect or the first, the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, the seventh, or the eighth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in an eleventh possible implementation manner of the second aspect, the device further includes at least one of the following modules:

a Beacon frame ignoring module, configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, and the first HC is greater than or equal to the second HC, ignore the first AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame;
a first updating module, configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, and the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by the AM, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, the first HC is equal to the second HC minus 1, and the first AMBTT is greater than the second AMBTT, update the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT, and update the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information;
a second updating module, configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, and the NAN Beacon frame is sent by the AM, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, the first HC is equal to the second HC minus 1, and the value of the preset byte/bytes of the first TSF information is greater than the second AMBTT, update the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT, and update the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information; and
a third updating module, configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, and the first HC is less than the second HC minus 1, if the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by the AM, update the second AMBTT value to the value of the preset byte/bytes of the first TSF information; or if the NAN Beacon frame is sent by the AM, update the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT, update the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information, and update the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1.

[0038] With reference to the second aspect or the first, the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, the seventh, the eighth, the ninth, the tenth, or the eleventh possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a twelfth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, the role switching module is further configured to: when a difference obtained by subtracting the second AMBTT from the value of the second TSF information is greater than a preset transmission time threshold, switch the role of the device to AM.

[0039] With reference to the second aspect or the first, the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, the seventh, the eighth, the ninth, the tenth, the eleventh, or the twelfth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a thirteenth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, when the device is not an AM, and the MR of the device is updated, the role switching module is further configured to: when an updated MR of the device is greater than the second AMR, switch the role of the device to AM.

[0040] With reference to the second aspect or the first, the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, the seventh, the eighth, the ninth, the tenth, the eleventh, the twelfth, or the thirteenth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a fourteenth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, the role switching module includes:

a second AMR updating submodule, configured to update the second AMR value to the MR value of the device;
a second HC updating submodule, configured to update the second HC value to 0; and
a second AMBTT updating submodule, configured to update the second AMBTT value to a value of a preset byte/preset bytes of the second TSF information.

[0041] With reference to the second aspect or the first, the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, the seventh, the eighth, the ninth, the tenth, the eleventh, the twelfth, or the thirteenth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a fifteenth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, the role switching module includes:

a second AMR updating submodule, configured to update the second AMR value to the MR value of the device;
a second HC updating submodule, configured to update the second HC value to 0; and
a second AMBTT updating submodule, configured to update the second AMBTT value to 0x00000000.

[0042] With reference to the second aspect or the first, the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, the seventh, the eighth, the ninth, the tenth, the eleventh, the twelfth, the thirteenth, the fourteenth, or the fifteenth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a sixteenth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, when the device is an AM, the device further includes:

- a role maintaining module, configured to: when the MR of the device is updated, maintain an AM role, and update the recorded second AMR to an updated MR value of the device.

[0043] It can be learned from the foregoing technical solutions that the present invention has the following advantages:

[0044] In the present invention, after a device receives a NAN Beacon frame, if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when a first AMR included in the NAN Beacon frame is less than a second AMR recorded in the device, and an MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, the device switches a role of the device to AM; and if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR included in the NAN Beacon frame is less than the second AMR recorded in the device, and the MR of the device is less than the first AMR, the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, second AM information and second TSF information that are recorded in the device. In a case in which the NAN Beacon frame received by the device can be used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, the role of the device is switched to AM, and the device whose role is switched to AM may overwrite an original AM in a NAN cluster, and therefore an original AMR in the NAN cluster is also overwritten; even if an MR of the AM becomes smaller, a new AM is selected quickly. Therefore, there is always an AM in the NAN cluster, and each device can record correct AM information, so as to avoid a crash of the entire NAN cluster, and ensure that time synchronization between devices can be implemented. When the MR value of the device is insufficient to make the device an AM, that is, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR recorded in the device, and the MR of the device is less than the first AMR, the device may update, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device, and therefore the second AMR recorded in the device is also updated, and the original AMR in the NAN cluster is also overwritten; even if the MR of the AM becomes smaller, a new AM may be selected quickly. Therefore, there is always an AM in the NAN cluster, and each device can record the correct AM information, so as to avoid a crash of the entire NAN cluster and ensure that time synchronization between devices can be implemented.


BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0046] To describe the technical solutions of the present invention more clearly, in the following the accompanying drawings are briefly introduced describing embodiments of the present invention. Apparently, the accompanying drawings in the following description show merely some preferred embodiments of the present invention.

FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a process of a method for anchor master selection according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a frame structure of a NAN Beacon frame according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic block flowchart of another method for anchor master selection according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a schematic block flowchart of another method for anchor master selection according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5-a is a schematic diagram of a process of updating AM information recorded in each device in a common implementation means;
FIG. 5-b is a schematic diagram of a process of updating AM information recorded in each device according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6-a is a schematic diagram of statistics collection on an AMR value in a common method for AM selection;
FIG. 6-b is a schematic diagram of statistics collection on an AMR value in a method for AM selection according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6-c is a schematic diagram of a magnified top of FIG. 6-a;
FIG. 6-d is a schematic diagram of a magnified top of FIG. 6-b;
FIG. 6-e is a schematic diagram of statistics collection on a maximum MR in a NAN network in a common method for AM selection;
FIG. 6-f is a schematic diagram of statistics collection on a maximum MR in a NAN network in a method for AM selection according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6-g is a schematic diagram of statistics collection on the quantity of AMs in a NAN network in a common method
DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0047] The present invention provides a method and device for anchor master selection, which are used to maintain time synchronization between devices in a NAN cluster.

[0048] To make the invention objectives, features, and advantages of the present invention clearer and more comprehensible, the following clearly describes the technical solutions of the present invention with reference to the accompanying drawings showing preferred embodiments of the present invention. Apparently, the embodiments described in the following are merely a part rather than all of the embodiments of the present invention.

[0049] Terms such as "first", "second" in the specification, claims, and foregoing accompanying drawings are intended to cover a non-exclusive inclusion, so that a process, a method, a system, a product, or a device that includes a series of units, is not necessarily limited to expressly listed units, but may include other units that are not expressly listed or that are inherent to such process, method, product, or device.

[0050] Details are separately described in the following.

[0051] An embodiment of a method for anchor master selection in the present invention may be applied to a device in a NAN cluster. Referring to FIG. 1, the method may include the following steps:

1. The device receives a neighbor awareness networking beacon (Neighbor Awareness Networking Beacon, NAN Beacon) frame.

[0052] The NAN Beacon frame carries first anchor master (Anchor Master, AM) information and first time synchronization function (Time Synchronization Function, TSF) information, and the first AM information includes: a first anchor master rank (Anchor Master Rank, AMR), a first hop count (Hop Count, HC), and a first anchor master beacon transmission for AM selection;
In this embodiment of the present invention, devices in a same NAN cluster have a same cluster identifier. Each device has its own attributes, including: a role (Role) and a state (State). A role includes two types: a master (Master) and a non-master (non-Master), and a state includes two types: synchronization (sync) and non-synchronization (non-sync). A device in the sync state is responsible for maintaining cluster synchronization. A master must be in the sync state, but a non-master may be in a sync or non-sync state. Each device further includes a master rank (Master Rank, MR). In this embodiment of the present invention, the MR represents a degree of device intention to serve as a master, and the MR includes three parts:

\[
\text{Master Rank} = \text{Master Preference} \times 2^{56} + \text{Random Factor} \times 2^{48} + \text{MAC}[5] \times 2^{40} + \ldots + \text{MAC}[0].
\]

That is, the MR of each device includes an 8-bit master preference (Master Preference), an 8-bit random factor (Random Factor), and its own 48-bit medium access control (Medium Access Control, MAC) address. The random factor randomly changes once every 120 discovery windows (Discovery Window, DW). To prevent being traced, a local (Local) address is used as the MAC address of the NAN device, and each local MAC address remains unchanged for at least 30 minutes. According to an existing device role and state switching rule, a device with a larger MR becomes a master. A master with a largest MR is referred to as an AM, all other devices keep time synchronous with the AM, thereby ensuring synchronization of the entire NAN cluster. Synchronization of the NAN cluster indicates that TSFs of all devices in the cluster maintain the same. For TSF synchronization, all the devices need to be synchronized according to a clock of a same reference source, that is, the selected AM is used as the reference source, and a clock of another device maintains synchronization according to the clock of the AM. According to the foregoing description, because a reference of NAN synchronization is the AM, that is, the master with the largest MR, and the MR changes randomly with time, when an MR of a device changes, the master with the largest MR in the cluster also changes. The NAN cluster is a loose distributed network, and therefore when the MR of the device changes, a correct AM can be immediately selected in the NAN cluster, which is crucial for maintaining synchronization of the NAN cluster.

It should be noted that, synchronization of the NAN cluster is implemented by sending and receiving a NAN Beacon frame. In some embodiments of the present invention, the NAN Beacon frame received by the device may be specifically referred to as a synchronization beacon (Sync Beacon) frame. In some other embodiments, the NAN Beacon frame received by the device may be referred to as a discovery beacon (Discovery Beacon) frame. The master and a sync non-master separately send a Sync Beacon frame once in each DW, and the master sends a Discovery Beacon frame once every 100 time units (Time Unit, TU) outside a DW. The latter enables another device that has not joined the NAN cluster to learn about time when a next DW starts, so as to join the cluster. Currently, a start location of a DW specified in the NAN cluster is fixed, for example, a DW starts when a TSF is an integer multiple of 512 TUs. The Sync Beacon frame and the Discovery Beacon frame are frames with a similar frame structure, and have different names only because their sending locations are different. In addition to being used for synchronization, the device further performs role and state switching according to a received Sync Beacon frame. An example in which the NAN Beacon frame specifically is a Sync Beacon frame is described below.

In this embodiment of the present invention, because crystal oscillators inside different NAN devices have different frequencies, two devices must be often synchronized to ensure that no large deviation occurs between system clocks of the two devices. To maintain synchronization of the NAN cluster, each master and each sync non-master sends a Sync Beacon frame inside a DW, where the Sync Beacon frame includes AM information and a Time Stamp (eight bytes), and the Time Stamp is a TSF. To differentiate AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame from AM information recorded in a device, which are two different pieces of AM information, in the following embodiments, the AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame (which is also simply referred to as an AM carried in the frame) is referred to as "first AM information", and the AM information recorded in the device (which is also simply referred to as a recorded AM) is referred to as "second AM information". Likewise, an AMR, an HC, and an AMBTT that are included in the first AM information are respectively referred to as "a first AMR", "a first HC", and "a first AMBTT", and an AMR, an HC, and an AMBTT that are included in the second AM information are respectively referred to as "a second AMR", "a second HC", and "a second AMBTT". Likewise, in the following embodiments, TSF information carried in the NAN Beacon frame is referred to as "first TSF information", and TSF information recorded in the device is referred to as "second TSF information".

Specifically, the first AM information carried in the Sync Beacon frame may include the following contents:

- a first AMR, that is, an MR value of an AM;
- a first HC, that is, the quantity of hops from a current NAN device to the AM, where the HC of the AM is equal to 0,
that is, it may be determined, according to whether the HC carried in the Sync Beacon frame is 0, whether the device is an AM. When the HC carried in the sent Sync Beacon frame is 0, the device that sends the Sync Beacon frame is the AM; or when the HC carried in the sent Sync Beacon frame is greater than 0, the device that sends the Sync Beacon frame is not the AM; and

a first AMBTT, that is, a value of a preset byte/preset bytes of the TSF when the AM sends the Sync Beacon frame, where if the device receives two Sync Beacon frames with different AMBTTs, a Sync Beacon frame with a larger AMBTT is considered as the latest Sync Beacon frame.

[0058] In this embodiment of the present invention, the AMBTT is specified as follows: The AMBTT of the AM is 0, that is, it may be determined, according to whether the AMBTT carried in the Sync Beacon frame is 0, whether the device is the AM. When the AMBTT carried in the sent Sync Beacon frame is 0, the device that sends the Sync Beacon frame is the AM; or when the AMBTT carried in the sent Sync Beacon frame is greater than 0, the device that sends the Sync Beacon frame is not the AM. Therefore, when the device receives a Sync Beacon frame from the AM (which may be determined according to whether the AMBTT is 0 or the HC is 0), if the AMBTT needs to be updated, the last four bytes of a value of a Time Stamp field (TSF) of the Sync Beacon frame are used to set an AMBTT recorded in the device; if the device receives a Sync Beacon frame from a non-AM, and if the AMBTT needs to be updated, the AMBTT value in the Sync Beacon frame is directly used to set the AMBTT recorded in the device.

[0059] Referring to FIG. 2, FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a frame structure of a NAN Beacon frame according to an embodiment of the present invention. Each field is described as follows:

FC: Frame Control, a frame control field, which occupies two bytes (octets);
Duration: a duration field, which occupies two bytes;
A1-A3: Addresses1-3, an addresses 1-3 field, which separately occupies six bytes;
Sequence Control: a sequence control field, which occupies two bytes;
Time Stamp: a time stamp field, which occupies eight bytes;
Beacon Interval: a beacon interval field, which occupies two bytes;
Capability: a capability field, which occupies two bytes;
NAN IE: NAN Information Element, a neighbor awareness networking information element, where var is a reserved word and is used to define a variable; and
FCS: Frame Check Sequence, a frame check sequence, which occupies four bytes.

[0060] The NAN Beacon frame from each master and each sync non-master is a broadcast message, which can be obtained by listening by another device. As described in step 101 in this embodiment of the present invention, the device may receive the NAN Beacon frame.

[0061] It should be noted that in this embodiment of the present invention, a cluster device that receives a NAN Beacon frame compares AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame with AM information recorded in the device, so as to determine whether to update the AM information and whether to synchronize with a Time Stamp in the NAN Beacon frame. As described above, clock information comes from the AM, and therefore synchronization is performed in the entire NAN cluster by using the AM as a reference.

[0062] It should be noted that in this embodiment of the present invention, after the device receives the NAN Beacon frame, the device may acquire the AM information carried in the frame from the NAN Beacon frame, and may determine, according to the AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame, whether the NAN Beacon frame can be used for AM selection. For a case in which the NAN Beacon frame can be used for AM selection, subsequent steps may continue to be executed, and for a case in which the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, the first AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame may be not processed. For example, the first AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame is ignored. In this embodiment of the present invention, the device may determine whether the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection. In a case in which the NAN Beacon frame cannot be used for AM selection, the first AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame is ignored, so that the first AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame does not play a role in AM selection, which can avoid a problem that when an MR value of an AM in a NAN cluster becomes smaller, there is always an original AMR value in the NAN cluster and cannot be removed. An AM that really provides an AMR value may always exist in the NAN cluster, which can ensure a function of time synchronization between devices.

[0063] The device determines whether a received NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, selects a frame that can be used for AM selection from all received NAN Beacon frames, and performs subsequent processing on only the NAN Beacon frame that can be used for AM selection.

[0064] Specifically, in some embodiments of the present invention, for a difference in whether the device itself is an AM, the determining, by the device, whether the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection may be processed in different implementation manners, which are separately described in the following.

[0065] When the device is an AM, whether the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection is determined in the
following manners:

A11. If the first AMR is less than the second AMR, the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection.

A12. If the first AMR is greater than or equal to the second AMR, and if the first AMR is equal to a third AMR within a preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, where the third AMR is an AMR before the second AMR in the device is updated.

A13. If the NAN Beacon frame does not meet a first condition, the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, where the first condition is as follows: the first AMR is less than the second AMR, or the first AMR is equal to the third AMR within the preset time period.

A21. If the first AMR is less than the second AMR, the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection.

A22. If the first AMR is greater than or equal to the second AMR, and if the first AMBTT is less than a second AMBTT within a preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection.

A23. If the NAN Beacon frame does not meet a second condition, the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, where the second condition is as follows: the first AMR is less than the second AMR, or the first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT within the preset time period.

In addition, when the device is an AM, whether the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection may be determined in the following manners:

A21. If the first AMR is less than the second AMR, the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection.

A22. If the first AMR is greater than or equal to the second AMR, and if the first AMBTT is less than a second AMBTT within a preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection.

A23. If the NAN Beacon frame does not meet a second condition, the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, where the second condition is as follows: the first AMR is less than the second AMR, or the first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT within the preset time period.

In some embodiments of the present invention, the device may determine a value relationship between the first AMR and the second AMR, that is, the device may determine whether the first AMR is less than the second AMR, where the first AMR is an AMR carried in the NAN Beacon frame, and the second AMR is an AMR recorded in the device. When the device is an AM, the first AMR is less than the second AMR in steps A11 and A21, that is, the AMR recorded in the device is greater than the AMR carried in the NAN Beacon frame, and the first AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame is ignored. In this case, the device may determine that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection.

When the device is an AM, the device determines that the first AMR is greater than or equal to the second AMR; and when the second AMR recorded in the device is updated, the AMR before updating of the second AMR in the device is the third AMR. If the device is within the preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, the device determines whether the first AMR is equal to the third AMR. If the device is in another time outside the preset time period, the device does not need to determine whether the first AMR is equal to the third AMR. In step A12, only when three conditions are met at the same time: the device is an AM, the first AMR is greater than or equal to the second AMR, and the first AMR is equal to the third AMR within the preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, the device may determine that the received NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection. In addition, in this embodiment of the present invention, a value of the preset time period needs to be determined according to a specific application scenario. For example, the value of the preset time period may be several DWs; or may not be described by using a DW. For example, the value of the preset time period is N ms or N TU/TUs.

After the device determines a condition in which the received NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, in any case except that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, the device may determine that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection. Therefore, in step A13, "the first condition" is defined in a case in which the device is an AM; when the NAN Beacon frame does not meet the first condition, the device may determine that the received NAN Beacon frame can be used for AM selection. Specifically, the first condition is: (a) or (b):

(a). The first AMR is less than the second AMR.

(b). The first AMR is equal to the third AMR within the preset time period after the second AMR recorded in the device is updated.

That the NAN Beacon frame does not meet the first condition may refer to that the NAN Beacon frame neither meets (a) nor meets (b). That (a) is not met refers to that the first AMR is greater than or equal to the second AMR. That (b) is not met includes two cases: the device is not within the preset time period; and the device is within the preset time period, but the first AMR is not equal to the third AMR. If neither (a) nor (b) is met, it is considered that the NAN Beacon frame does not meet the first condition. Therefore, when the device is an AM and the NAN Beacon frame does not meet the first condition, the device may determine that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection.
When the device is an AM, the device determines that the first AMR is greater than or equal to the second AMR, and when the second AMR recorded in the device is updated, if the device is within the preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, the device determines whether the first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT; or if the device is in another time outside the preset time period, the device does not need to execute step A22, that is, when the device is in another time outside the preset time period, the device does not need to determine whether the first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT. In step A22, only when three conditions are met at the same time: the device is an AM, the first AMR is greater than or equal to the second AMR, the first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT within the preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, the device may determine that the received NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection. In addition, in this embodiment of the present invention, a value of the preset time period needs to be determined according to a specific application scenario. For example, the value of the preset time period may be several DWs; or may not be described by using a DW. For example, the value of the preset time period is N ms or N TUs.

After the device determines a condition in which the received NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, in any case except that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, the device may determine that the device is an AM; when the device is an AM, the NAN Beacon frame can be used for AM selection. Specifically, the second condition is: (a) or (c):

(a). The first AMR is less than the second AMR.
(c). The first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT within the preset time period after the second AMR recorded in the device is updated.

That the NAN Beacon frame does not meet the second condition may refer to that the NAN Beacon frame neither meets (a) nor meets (c). That (a) is not met refers to that the first AMR is greater than or equal to the second AMR. That (c) is not met includes two cases: the device is not within the preset time period; and the device is within the preset time period, but the first AMBTT is greater than or equal to the second AMBTT. If neither (a) nor (c) is met, it is considered that the NAN Beacon frame does not meet the second condition. Therefore, when the device is an AM and the NAN Beacon frame does not meet the second condition, the device may determine that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection.

For example, if the device itself is an AM, the first AMR value carried in the NAN Beacon frame received by the device is 7, the second AMR recorded in the device is 10, the AMR recorded in the device is 7 before being updated to 10, and the value of the preset time period is 5 DWs, the device separately performs determining according to conditions in the first condition: 7<10, that is, (a) is met, and the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection; if the current device is within 3 DWs, which is less than the value 5 DWs of the preset time period, and the first AMR is equal to the third AMR, (b) is met, and the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection.

When the device is not an AM, whether the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection is determined in the following manners:

B11. If the first AMR is less than the second AMR within a preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection.
B12. If the first AMR is equal to a third AMR within the preset period time, the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, where the third AMR is an AMR before the second AMR in the device is updated.
B13. If the NAN Beacon frame does not meet a third condition, the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, where the third condition is as follows: the first AMR is less than the second AMR within the preset time period, or the first AMR is equal to the third AMR within the preset time period.

In addition, when the device is not an AM, whether the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection may be determined in the following manners:

B21. If the first AMR is less than the second AMR within a preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection.
B22. If the first AMBTT is less than a second AMBTT within the preset time period, the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection.
B23. If the NAN Beacon frame does not meet a fourth condition, the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, where the fourth condition is as follows: the first AMR is less than the second AMR within the preset time period, or the first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT within the preset time period.
In some embodiments of the present invention, when the second AMR in the device is updated, it is first determined whether a time that the device is in is within the preset time period after the second AMR is updated. If the device is within the preset time period, the device may determine a value relationship between the first AMR and the second AMR, that is, the device may determine whether the first AMR is less than the second AMR, where the first AMR is an AMR carried in the NAN Beacon frame, and the second AMR is an AMR recorded in the device. When the device is not an AM, the first AMR is less than the second AMR in steps B11 and B21, that is, the AMR recorded in the device is greater than the AMR carried in the NAN Beacon frame, and the first AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame is ignored. In this case, the device may determine that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection.

When the device is not an AM, and when the second AMR recorded in the device is updated, the AMR before the second AMR in the device is updated is the third AMR. If the device is within the preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, the device determines whether the first AMR is equal to the third AMR; or if the device is in another time outside the preset time period, the device does not need to execute step B12, that is, when the device is in another time outside the preset time period, the device does not need to determine whether the first AMR is equal to the third AMR. In step B12, only when two conditions are met at the same time: the device is not an AM, and the first AMR is equal to the third AMR within the preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, the device may determine that the received NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection. In addition, in this embodiment of the present invention, a value of the preset time period needs to be determined according to a specific application scenario. For example, the value of the preset time period may be several DWs; or may not be described by using a DW. For example, the value of the preset time period is N ms or N TU/TUs.

After the device determines a condition in which the received NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, in any case except that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, the device may determine that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection. Therefore, in step B13, "the third condition" is defined in a case in which the device is an AM; when the NAN Beacon frame does not meet the third condition, the device may determine that the device is not an AM, and when the second AMR recorded in the device is updated, the AMR before the second AMR in the device is updated is the third AMR. If the device is within the preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, the device determines whether the first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT; or if the device is in another time outside the preset time period, the device does not need to execute step B22, that is, when the device is in another time outside the preset time period, the device does not need to determine whether the first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT. In step B22, only when two conditions are met at the same time: the device is not an AM, and the first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT within the preset time period, the device may determine that the received NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection. In addition, in this embodiment of the present invention, a value of the preset time period needs to be determined according to a specific application scenario. For example, the value of the preset time period may be several DWs; or may not be described by using a DW. For example, the value of the preset time period is N ms or N TU/TUs.

When the device is not an AM, and when the second AMR recorded in the device is updated, the AMR before the second AMR in the device is updated is the third AMR. If the device is within the preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, the device may determine whether the first AMR is less than the second AMR, where the first AMR is an AMR carried in the NAN Beacon frame, and the second AMR is an AMR recorded in the device. When the device is not an AM, the first AMR is less than the second AMR in steps B11 and B21, that is, the AMR recorded in the device is greater than the AMR carried in the NAN Beacon frame, and the first AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame is ignored. In this case, the device may determine that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection.
includes two cases: the device is not within the preset time period; and the device is within the preset time period, but
the first AMBTT is greater than or equal to the second AMBTT. If neither (d) nor (f) is met, it is considered that the NAN
Beacon frame does not meet the fourth condition. Therefore, when the device is an AM and the NAN Beacon frame
does not meet the fourth condition, the device may determine that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection.

For example, if the device itself is not an AM, the first AMR value carried in the NAN Beacon frame received by
the device is 7, the second AMR recorded in the device is 10, the AMR recorded in the device is 7 before being
updated to 10, and the value of the preset time period is 5 DWs, the device separately performs determining according
to conditions in the second condition: if the current device is within 3 DWs, the device is still within the preset time period,
and 7<10, that is, (d) is met, and the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection; and
if the current device is in 3 DWs, which is less than the value 5 DWs of the preset time period, and the first AMR is equal
to the third AMR, (e) is met, and the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection.

It should be noted that in this embodiment of the present invention, in a case in which the device determines
that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, the device may ignore the first AM information carried in the
NAN Beacon frame. In a case in which the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, the
device still needs to determine the value relationship between the first AMR and the second AMR, and determine a value
relationship between an MR of the device and the first AMR. There are three results for the determining, by the device,
of the value relationship between the first AMR and the second AMR: (1) The first AMR is greater than the second AMR.
(2) The first AMR is equal to the second AMR. (3) The first AMR is less than the second AMR. There are three results
for the determining, by the device, of the value relationship between the MR and the first AMR: (1) The MR is greater
than the first AMR. (2) The MR is less than the first AMR. (3) The MR is equal to the first AMR. Only in a case in which
the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, step 102 and step 103 are separately executed according to a determining
result.

102. If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when a first AMR is less than a second AMR, and an
MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, the device switches a role of the device to AM.

The device records second AM information, where the second AM information includes: the second AMR, a
second HC, and the second AMBTT.

In this embodiment of the present invention, after the device receives the NAN Beacon frame, in a case in
which the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when two conditions are met at the same time: the first AMR is
less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, the device switches the role of the
device to AM.

In some embodiments of the present invention, the device switches its own role in the NAN cluster to AM
according to a role switching requirement in the NAN cluster when the two conditions are met at the same time: the first
AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is greater than the first AMR.

It should be noted that, in a case in which the NAN Beacon frame received by the device can be used for AM
selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, the
role of the device is switched to AM, and the device whose role is switched to AM may overwrite an original AM in the
NAN cluster; therefore, an original AMR in the NAN cluster is also overwritten, even if an MR of the AM becomes smaller,
there is always a device whose MR is an AMR value. Therefore, there is always an AM in the NAN cluster, which avoids
a crash of the entire NAN cluster, and ensures that time synchronization between devices can be implemented.

Specifically, in step 102, that the device switches a role of the device to AM may specifically include the following
steps:

C1. The device updates the second AMR value to the MR value of the device.
C2. The device updates the second HC value to 0.
C3. The device updates the second AMBTT value to a value of a preset byte/preset bytes of second TSF information.

Steps C1, C2, and C3 are for an update to the second AM information recorded in the device, so as to separately
update the second AMR, the second HC, and the second AMBTT that are recorded in the device. For example, when
a NAN device becomes an AM, the device sets AM information recorded in the device as follows: setting a second AMR
of the device to its own MR; setting a second HC of the device to 0; and setting a second AMBTT of the device to
0x00000000. The value of the preset byte/bytes of the second TSF information may be a value of the last four bytes or
a value of the last five bytes of the second TSF information, and the preset byte/bytes of the second TSF information
may be set according to a specific application scenario.

103. If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and
the MR of the device is less than the first AMR, the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, second AM
information and second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

In this embodiment of the present invention, after the device receives the NAN Beacon frame, in a case in
which the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when two conditions are met at the same time: the first AMR is
less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is less than the first AMR, the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0095] In some embodiments of the present invention, according to a requirement for updating AM information and TSF information in a NAN cluster, when the two conditions are met at the same time: the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is less than the first AMR, the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0096] It should be noted that, when the MR value of the device is insufficient to make the device an AM, that is, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR recorded in the device, and the MR of the device is less than the first AMR, the device may update, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device, and therefore the second AMR recorded in the device is also updated, and the original AMR in the NAN cluster is also overwritten; even if the MR of the AM becomes smaller, there is always the device whose MR is the AMR value. Therefore, there is always an AM in the NAN cluster, which avoids a crash of the entire NAN cluster and ensures that time synchronization between devices can be implemented.

[0097] Specifically, in step 103, that the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, second AM information and second TSF information that are recorded in the device may specifically include the following steps:

D1. The device updates the second AMR value to the first AMR value.
D2. The device updates the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1.
D3. If the NAN Beacon frame is sent by an AM, the device updates the second AMBTT value to a value of a preset byte/preset bytes of first TSF information; or if the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by an AM, the device updates the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT.
D4. The device updates a value of the second TSF information to a value of the first TSF information.

[0098] Steps D1, D2, D3, and D4 are for an update on the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device, so as to separately update the second AMR, the second HC, the second AMBTT, and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0099] It should be noted that in some other embodiments of the present invention, the method for anchor master selection may further include the following step:

E1. If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is equal to the first AMR, the device switches the role of the device to AM; or
E2. If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is equal to the first AMR, the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0100] Specifically, in step E1, that the device switches the role of the device to AM may specifically include the following steps:

 updating, by the device, the second AMR value to the MR value of the device;
 updating, by the device, the second HC value to 0;
 and
 updating, by the device, the second AMBTT value to the value of the preset byte/bytes of the second TSF information.

[0101] The foregoing description is for an update on all information of the second AM information recorded in the device, so as to separately update the second AMR, the second HC, and the second AMBTT that are recorded in the device. For example, when a NAN device becomes an AM, the device sets AM information recorded in the device as follows: setting a second AMR of the device to its own MR; setting a second HC of the device to 0; and setting a second AMBTT of the device to 0x00000000. The value of the preset byte/bytes of the second TSF information may be a value of the last four bytes or a value of the last five bytes of the second TSF information, and the preset byte/bytes of the second TSF information may be set according to a specific application scenario. For an implementation manner of performing role switching by the device, refer to description in the foregoing step 102, and details are not described herein again. A difference between step 102 and step E1 lies in an execution condition for switching the role of the device to AM by the device.

[0102] Specifically, in step E2, that the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, second AM information and second TSF information that are recorded in the device may specifically include the following steps:

 updating, by the device, the second AMR value to the first AMR value;
 updating, by the device, the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1;
The foregoing steps are for an update on the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device, so as to separately update the second AMR, the second HC, the second AMBTT, and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device. For how to update, by the device, on the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device, refer to description in the foregoing step 103, and details are not described herein again. A difference between step 103 and step E2 lies in an execution condition for updating, by the device, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

It can be learned, by using the foregoing description about this embodiment of the present invention, that after a device receives a NAN Beacon frame, if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when a first AMR included in the NAN Beacon frame is less than a second AMR recorded in the device, and an MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, the device switches a role of the device to AM; or if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR included in the NAN Beacon frame is less than the second AMR recorded in the device, and an MR of the device is less than the first AMR, the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, second AM information and second TSF information that are recorded in the device. In a case in which the NAN Beacon frame received by the device can be used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, the role of the device is switched to AM, and the device whose role is switched to AM may overwrite an original AM in a NAN cluster, and therefore an original AMR in the NAN cluster is also overwritten; even if an MR of the AM becomes smaller, there is always a device whose MR is an AMR value. Therefore, there is always an AM in the NAN cluster, which avoids a crash of the entire NAN cluster, and ensures that time synchronization between devices can be implemented. When the MR value of the device is insufficient to make the device an AM, that is, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR recorded in the device, and the MR of the device is less than the first AMR, the device may update, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device, and therefore the second AMR recorded in the device is also updated, and the original AMR in the NAN cluster is also overwritten; even if the MR of the AM becomes smaller, there is always a device whose MR is the AMR value. Therefore, there is always an AM in the NAN cluster, which avoids a crash of the entire NAN cluster and ensures that time synchronization between devices can be implemented.

Referring to FIG. 3, a method for anchor master selection provided in another embodiment of the present invention may specifically include the following steps:

1. A device receives a NAN Beacon frame.
2. The NAN Beacon frame carries first AM information and first TSF information, where the first AM information includes: a first AMR, a first HC, and a first AMBTT.
3. In this embodiment of the present invention, after the device receives the NAN Beacon frame, the device may acquire the first HC carried in the NAN Beacon frame from the NAN Beacon frame, and the device may determine a value relationship between the first HC and a preset hop count threshold. When the first HC is greater than the preset hop count threshold, step 302 is executed. When the first HC is less than or equal to the preset hop count threshold, the device may determine, according to the AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame, whether the NAN Beacon frame can be used for AM selection. For a case in which the NAN Beacon frame can be used for AM selection, subsequent steps may continue to be executed, for example, execution of step 303 and step 304 is separately triggered.
4. It should be noted that in some other embodiments of the present invention, in addition to executing step 303 and step 304, the method for anchor master selection may further include the following steps:
   - if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is equal to the first AMR, the device switches the role of the device to AM;
   - or if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is equal to the first AMR, the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.
5. All information of the second AM information recorded in the device may be updated, and the second AMR, a second HC, and a second AMBTT that are recorded in the device are separately updated. For example, when a device becomes an AM, the device sets AM information recorded in the device as follows: setting a second AMR of the device to its own MR; setting a second HC of the device to 0; and setting a second AMBTT of the device to 0x00000000. A value of a preset byte/bytes of the second TSF information may be a value of the last four bytes or a value of the last five bytes of the second TSF information, and the preset byte/bytes of the second TSF information may be set...
according to a specific application scenario. For an update to the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device, specifically, the second AMR, the second HC, the second AMBTT, and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device may be updated separately. For an update, by the device, on the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device, reference is made to description in the foregoing step 103, and details are not described herein again.

[0110] It should be noted that, in this embodiment of the present invention, in a case in which the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, the device may ignore the first AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame. In a case in which the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, the device still needs to determine a value relationship between the first AMBTT and the second AMBTT. There are three results for the determining, by the device, of the value relationship between the first AMBTT and the second AMBTT: (1) The first AMBTT is greater than the second AMBTT. (2) The first AMBTT is equal to the second AMBTT. (3) The first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT. The device further needs to determine a value relationship between the first HC and the second HC, and there are two results for the determining, by the device, of the value relationship between the first HC and the second HC: (1) The first HC is less than the second HC minus 1. (2) The first HC is greater than the second HC minus 1. Steps 305, 306, and 307 continue to be executed separately according to a difference of each determining result.

[0111] 302. If a first HC is greater than a preset hop count threshold, the device discards the NAN Beacon frame, and if the NAN Beacon frame is discarded, another step described subsequently does not need to be executed.

[0112] When the first HC is greater than the preset hop count threshold, the NAN Beacon frame received by the device is an invalid frame, and the device may discard the NAN Beacon frame.

[0113] 303. If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when a first AMR is less than a second AMR, and an MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, the device switches a role of the device to AM.

[0114] 304. If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is greater than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is less than the first AMR, the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, second AM information and second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0115] 305. If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is greater than the second AMR, the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0116] It should be noted that, a same action is executed by the device in step 304 and step 305, that is, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device are updated according to the NAN Beacon frame, but conditions for executing the action by the device are different in step 304 and step 305.

[0117] 306. If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, and a first AMBTT is greater than a second AMBTT, the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, second TSF information and some information or all information of the second AM information that are recorded in the device.

[0118] There are two cases in which the device needs to update, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the information recorded in the device: A first case is that the second TSF information and some information of the second AM information are updated; a second case is that the second TSF information and all information of the second AM information are updated.

[0119] Specifically, in step 306, that the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second TSF information and some information or all information of the second AM information that are recorded in the device may specifically include the following steps:

- updating, by the device, the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1;
- if the NAN Beacon frame is sent by the AM, updating, by the device, the second AMBTT value to a value of a preset byte/preset bytes of first TSF information; or if the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by the AM, updating, by the device, the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT; and
- updating, by the device, a value of the second TSF information to a value of the first TSF information.

[0120] In addition, in some other embodiments of the present invention, in step 306, that the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second TSF information and some information or all information of the second AM information that are recorded in the device may specifically include the following steps:

- updating, by the device, the second AMR value to the first AMR value;
- updating, by the device, the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1;
- if the NAN Beacon frame is sent by the AM, updating, by the device, the second AMBTT value to the value of the preset byte/bytes of the first TSF information; or if the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by the AM, updating, by the device, the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT; and
- updating, by the device, the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information.
[0121] It should be noted that, a difference between the two implementation manners lies in whether the second AMR value recorded in the device needs to be updated. Specifically, one of the two implementation manners may be selected according to an application scenario.

[0122] 307. If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, and when the first AMBTT is equal to the second AMBTT, and the first HC is less than a second HC minus 1, the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second TSF information and some information or all information of the second AM information that are recorded in the device.

[0123] There are two cases in which the device needs to update, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the information recorded in the device: A first case is that the second TSF information and some information of the second AM information are updated; a second case is that the second TSF information and all information of the second AM information are updated.

[0124] Specifically, in step 307, that the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second TSF information and some information or all information of the second AM information that are recorded in the device may specifically include the following steps:

- updating, by the device, the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1; and
- updating, by the device, the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information.

[0125] In addition, in some other embodiments of the present invention, in step 307, that the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second TSF information and some information or all information of the second AM information that are recorded in the device may specifically include the following steps:

- updating, by the device, the second AMR value to the first AMR value;
- updating, by the device, the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1;
- if the NAN Beacon frame is sent by the AM, updating, by the device, the second AMBTT value to the value of the preset byte/bytes of the first TSF information; or if the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by the AM, updating, by the device, the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT; and
- updating, by the device, the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information.

[0126] It should be noted that, a difference between the two implementation manners lies in whether the second AMR value and the second AMBTT value that are recorded in the device need to be updated. Specifically, one of the two implementation manners may be selected according to an application scenario.

[0127] It should be noted that, in some embodiments of the present invention, one or more steps of step 302, and step 305 to step 307 may be specifically executed. For a specific execution situation, reference needs to be made to whether a condition required in each step is met, which is described only in an exemplary manner in this embodiment herein.

[0128] It can be learned, by using the foregoing description about this embodiment of the present invention, that after a device receives a NAN Beacon frame, if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when a first AM included in the NAN Beacon frame is less than a second AMR recorded in the device, and an MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, the device switches a role of the device to AM; or if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AM included in the NAN Beacon frame is less than the second AMR recorded in the device, and an MR of the device is less than or equal to the first AMR, the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, second AM information and second TSF information that are recorded in the device. In a case in which the NAN Beacon frame received by the device can be used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, the role of the device is switched to AM, and the device whose role is switched to AM may overwrite an original AM in a NAN cluster, and therefore an original AMR in the NAN cluster is also overwritten; even if an MR of the AM becomes smaller, a new AM is selected quickly. Therefore, there is always an AM in the NAN cluster, and each device can record correct AM information, which avoids a crash of the entire NAN cluster, and ensures that time synchronization between devices can be implemented. When the MR value of the device is insufficient to make the device an AM, that is, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR recorded in the device, and the MR of the device is less than or equal to the first AMR, the device may update, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device, and therefore the second AMR recorded in the device is also updated, and the original AM in the NAN cluster is also overwritten; even if the MR of the AM becomes smaller, a new AM may be selected quickly. Therefore, there is always an AM in the NAN cluster, and each device can record correct AM information, which avoids a crash of the entire NAN cluster and ensures that time synchronization between devices can be implemented.

[0129] Referring to FIG. 4, a method for anchor master selection provided in another embodiment of the present invention may specifically include the following steps:
A device receives a NAN Beacon frame.

The NAN Beacon frame carries first AM information and first TSF information, where the first AM information includes: a first AMR, a first HC, and a first AMBTT.

In this embodiment of the present invention, after the device receives the NAN Beacon frame, the device may determine, according to the AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame, whether the NAN Beacon frame can be used for AM selection. For a case in which the NAN Beacon frame can be used for AM selection, subsequent steps may continue to be executed, for example, execution of step 402 and step 403 is separately triggered.

It should be noted that in this embodiment of the present invention, in a case in which the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, the device may ignore the first AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame. In a case in which the device determines that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, the device further needs to determine a value relationship between the first HC and a second HC. There are three results for the determining, by the device, whether the first HC is less than the second HC: (1) The first HC is greater than or equal to the second HC. (2) The first HC is equal to the second HC minus 1. (3) The first HC is less than the second HC minus 1. The device still needs to determine a value relationship between the first AMBTT and a second AMBTT, and there are three results for the determining, by the device, of the value relationship between the first AMBTT and the second AMBTT: (1) The first AMBTT is greater than the second AMBTT. (2) The first AMBTT is equal to the second AMBTT. (3) The first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT. Steps 404, 405, and 406 are respectively executed subsequently according to a difference of each determining result.

In some other embodiments of the present invention, the device may further determine whether a difference obtained by subtracting the second AMBTT recorded in the device from a value of second TSF information is greater than a preset transmission time threshold, and determines, according to a determining result, whether to execute the following step:

When the difference obtained by subtracting the second AMBTT from the value of the second TSF information is greater than the preset transmission time threshold, switching, by the device, a role of the device to AM.

In addition, the switching, by the device, a role of the device to AM may specifically include the following steps:

- updating, by the device, a second AMR value to an MR value of the device;
- updating, by the device, the second HC value to 0; and
- updating, by the device, the second AMBTT value to a value of a preset byte/preset bytes of the second TSF information.

When the MR of the device is updated, step 407 and step 408 may be respectively executed according to whether the device itself is an AM and a result of determining, by the device, whether an updated MR is greater than the recorded AMR.

If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when a first AMR is less than a second AMR, and an MR of the device is greater than the second AMR, the device switches a role of the device to AM.

If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is less than the first AMR, the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, second AM information and second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, and a first HC is greater than or equal to a second HC, the device ignores first AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame.

If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, and the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by the AM, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, the first HC is equal to the second HC minus 1, and a first AMBTT is greater than a second AMBTT, the device updates the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT, and device updates a value of the second TSF information to a value of first TSF information.

In addition, in some other embodiments of the present invention, step 405 may further be replaced by the following step:

If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, and the NAN Beacon frame is sent by an AM, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, the first HC is equal to the second HC minus 1, and a value of a preset byte/preset bytes of the first TSF information is greater than the second AMBTT, the device updates the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT, and device updates the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information.

If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, and the first HC is less than the second HC minus 1, if the NAN Beacon frame is sent by an AM, the device updates the second AMBTT value to the value of the preset byte/bytes of the first TSF information; or if the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by an AM, the device updates the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT, the device updates the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information, and the device updates the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1.

When the device is not an AM, and the MR of the device is updated, when an updated MR of the device
is greater than the second AMR, the device switches the role of the device to AM.

[0145] 408. When the device is an AM, and when the MR of the device is updated, the device maintains an AM role, and the device updates the recorded second AMR to an updated MR value of the device.

[0146] It should be noted that a same action is executed by the device in the foregoing steps 402 and 407, that is, the device switches the role of the device to AM, but conditions for executing the action by the device in the steps 402 and 407 are different. In this case, that the device switches the role of the device to AM may specifically include the following steps:

- updating, by the device, the second AMR value to the MR value of the device;
- updating, by the device, the second HC value to 0; and
- updating, by the device, the second AMBTT value to the value of the preset byte/bytes of the second TSF information.

[0147] It should be noted that in some embodiments of the present invention, one or more steps of step 404 to step 408 may be specifically executed. For a specific execution situation, reference needs to be made to whether a condition required in each step is met, which is described only in an exemplary manner in this embodiment herein.

[0148] It can be learned, by using the foregoing description about this embodiment of the present invention, that after a device receives a NAN Beacon frame, if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when a first AMR included in the NAN Beacon frame is less than a second AMR recorded in the device, and an MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, the device switches a role of the device to AM; or if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR recorded in the NAN Beacon frame is less than the second AMR recorded in the device, and an MR of the device is less than or equal to the first AMR, the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, second AM information and second TSF information that are recorded in the device. In a case in which the NAN Beacon frame received by the device can be used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, the role of the device is switched to AM, and the device whose role is switched to AM may overwrite an original AM in a NAN cluster, and therefore an original AMR in the NAN cluster is also overwritten; even if an MR of the AM becomes smaller, a new AM is selected quickly. Therefore, there is always an AM in the NAN cluster, and each device can record correct AM information, which avoids a crash of the entire NAN cluster, and ensures that time synchronization between devices can be implemented. When the MR value of the device is insufficient to make the device an AM, that is, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR recorded in the device, and the MR of the device is less than or equal to the first AMR, the device may update, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device, and therefore the second AMR recorded in the device is also updated, and the original AMR in the NAN cluster is also overwritten; even if the MR of the AM becomes smaller, a new AM may be selected quickly. Therefore, there is always an AM in the NAN cluster, and each device can record correct AM information, which avoids a crash of the entire NAN cluster and ensures that time synchronization between devices can be implemented.

[0149] To better understand and implement the foregoing solutions in this embodiment of the present invention, a corresponding application scenario is used as an example for detailed description in the following.

[0150] A practical application scenario is used in the following to describe a common method for AM selection and the method for AM selection provided in this embodiment of the present invention, so as to prove an advantage of the method provided in this embodiment of the present invention in avoiding a crash of an entire NAN cluster and ensuring that time synchronization between devices is implemented.

[0151] It should be noted that as described in the following embodiment, a Sync Beacon frame is used as an example for description, rx*** is used to represent a value carried in the Sync Beacon frame received by a device, and my*** is used to represent a value of the device itself or a value recorded in the device.

[0152] In a current NAN specification draft, a method for performing AM selection is generally defined for each NAN device:

[0153] When a device receives a Sync Beacon frame, and when an rxHC of the Sync Beacon frame does not exceed a preset hop count threshold, the device performs processing according to the following algorithm; and if the rxHC exceeds the preset hop count threshold, the Sync Beacon frame is discarded. A common algorithm is described as follows:

1. If a recorded AMR value is higher than an AMR value carried in the Sync Beacon frame, discarding AM information carried in the Sync Beacon frame; and
2. If the recorded AMR value is lower than the AMR value carried in the Sync Beacon frame, using, by the NAN device, the AMR, an HC plus 1, and an AMBTT that are in the Sync Beacon frame as recorded values in an AM information record of the device, that is, executing the following steps:

   - Update myAMR: myAMR = rxAMR, the device replaces the AMR value recorded in the device with the AMR value carried in the Sync Beacon frame;
According to the common implementation manner described above, a case that occurs when an MR value of an AM becomes smaller is described by using an example in the following.

As shown in FIG. 5-a, FIG. 5-a is a schematic diagram of a process of updating AM information recorded in each device according to an embodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 5-a, FIG. 5-a is a schematic diagram of a process of updating AM information recorded in each device according to an embodiment of the present invention.

It is assumed that initial MRs of four NAN devices A, B, C, and D are respectively 10, 6, 3, and 8, and therefore, A is an AM. Two neighboring nodes can mutually listen to and obtain a sent Sync Beacon frame, that is, C can receive a Sync Beacon frame sent by B, B can receive a Sync Beacon frame sent by A or C, C can receive a Sync Beacon frame sent by B or D, and D can receive a Sync Beacon frame sent by C.

Each device in a NAN cluster maintains a variable AM_timer, which represents a validity period of a current AMBTT. Each time the AMBTT is updated, a value of AM_timer is reset to 16, which represents that the validity period is 16 DWs. AM_timer maintained in a derive performs counting by subtraction, and when the AM_timer is decreased to 0, the device becomes an AM, where it is assumed that both MR updating and subtracting of AM_timer by 1 occur when a DW starts.

It is assumed that an MR of A is changed from 10 to 7 at a specific moment; in this case, a real AM in the NAN network is the device D. In this case, the device A still sets the device A itself to an AM, changes an AMR to 7, and then sends a Sync Beacon frame. After receiving the Sync Beacon frame, because the AMR therein is 7, which is less than 10 recorded in B, B does not update an AMR. Then, B sends a Sync Beacon frame, and after receiving the Sync Beacon frame, A finds that the AMR in the Sync Beacon frame is 10, which is greater than 7 recorded in A. Therefore, A updates its own state according to the Sync Beacon frame, that is, A sets the AMR recorded in A to 10, and sets an HC to 2. In this case, AMRs maintained in A and B are both 10, and HCs maintained in A and B are respectively 2 and 1; and C and D remain unchanged.

After 15 DWs, devices B, C, and D change themselves to AMs because AM_timer is changed to 0 (where maintained AMRs are changed to their own MRs respectively, and HCs are 0), and subsequently send Sync Beacon frames. A also sends a Sync Beacon frame. According to a received Sync Beacon frame, each device updates its own state according to the foregoing algorithm. In this case, AMRs recorded in A and B are 10, and HCs are respectively 2 and 3; and AMRs maintained in C and D are 8. In a following DW, C receives a Sync Beacon frame from B. Because an AMR (=10) of B is greater than an AMR (=8) of C, according to the foregoing algorithm, C updates a state according to the frame, where the recorded AMR is changed to 10, and an HC is changed to 4; and after one more DW, D receives a Sync Beacon frame from C. Likewise, D updates its own state according to the frame, where the recorded AMR is changed to 10, and an HC is changed to 5. So far, the AMRs maintained in the four devices are all 10, but HCs are respectively 4, 3, 4, and 5. Thereafter, the foregoing process is repeated. In this process, AMRs recorded in most devices in the network are 10, but HCs continuously increase until an MR of a device is changed to a value greater than 10. For example, if an MR of C is changed to 15, after several DWs, AMRs of all devices in the network are changed to 15, and HCs also increase with C as a center. In the foregoing process, an AMR value recorded in a device in the NAN network only becomes larger, even if a device whose MR is this value does not exist, there is always an old AMR value in the NAN network and cannot be removed, and a recorded HC value becomes larger. According to the foregoing content,
when an HC in a received Sync Beacon frame exceeds a threshold, the Sync Beacon frame is discarded. This means that, as time goes by, HCs becomes larger, and devices in the entire NAN cluster discard received Sync Beacon frames because the HCs exceed the threshold, and at the same time, because an AM is lost in the NAN cluster, the entire NAN cluster crashes, and as a result, time synchronization between devices cannot be implemented.

[0162] The method for anchor master selection provided in this embodiment of the present invention is described by using an example in the following.

[0163] It should be noted that, as described in the following embodiment, a Sync Beacon frame is used as an example for description, rx*** is used to represent a value carried in the Sync Beacon frame received by a device, and my*** is used to represent a value of the device itself or a value recorded in the device.

[0164] In this embodiment of the present invention, the method for performing AM selection is defined as follows:

when an MR of a non-AM is updated, and a new MR is greater than an AMR recorded in the non-AM, the non-AM itself becomes an AM: myAMR = myMR, myHC = 0, and myAMBTT=0; and when an MR of an AM device is changed, an AM identity is maintained, but the recorded AMR is changed to an updated value;

when the myAMBTT that exceeds a preset transmission time threshold (which is currently specified as 16 DWs) is not updated, the device itself becomes an AM: myAMR = myMR, myHC = 0, and myAMBTT=0; and if a hop count value rxHC carried in the Sync Beacon frame exceeds a preset hop count threshold, the frame is discarded, where that the received Sync Beacon frame is not used for AM selection mainly includes the following cases:

(1) If the device is an AM, and the received Sync Beacon frame meets that rxAMR < myAMR, the Sync Beacon frame is not used for AM selection.
(2) In a preset time period after an AMR recorded in the device is changed (an AMR before updating is denoted as OldAMR), if the rxAMR in the received Sync Beacon frame is equal to the OldAMR of the device, or when rxAMR < myAMR, the Sync Beacon frame is not used for AM selection.

[0165] A Sync Beacon frame that does not meet either of the foregoing conditions can be used for AM selection.

[0166] In this embodiment of the present invention, when the received Sync Beacon frame can be used for AM selection, anchor master selection may be implemented by using the following algorithm:

```plaintext
if rxAMR > myAMR
    Update myAMR&myHC&TSF&myAMBTT;
else if rxAMR == myAMR
    if rxAMBTT > myAMBTT
        Update myHC&TSF&myAMBTT;
    else if rxAMBTT == myAMBTT
        if rxHC< myHC – 1
            Update myHC&TSF;
```

if rxAMR > myAMR
    Update myAMR&myHC&TSF&myAMBTT;
else if rxAMR == myAMR
    if rxAMBTT > myAMBTT
        Update myHC&TSF&myAMBTT;
    else if rxAMBTT == myAMBTT
        if rxHC< myHC – 1
            Update myHC&TSF;

if rxAMR > myAMR
    Update myAMR&myHC&TSF&myAMBTT;
else if rxAMR == myAMR
    if rxAMBTT > myAMBTT
        Update myHC&TSF&myAMBTT;
    else if rxAMBTT == myAMBTT
        if rxHC< myHC – 1
            Update myHC&TSF;
According to the method for anchor master selection described in the foregoing embodiment and provided in the present invention and, a case that occurs when an MR value of an AM becomes smaller is described by using an example in the following.

As shown in FIG. 5-b, FIG. 5-b is a schematic diagram of a process of updating AM information recorded in each device according to an embodiment of the present invention. It is assumed that initial MRs of four NAN devices A, B, C, and D are respectively 10, 6, 8, and 9, and therefore, A is an AM. Two neighboring nodes can mutually listen to and obtain a sent Sync Beacon frame, that is, A can receive a Sync Beacon frame sent by B, B can receive a Sync Beacon frame sent by A or C, C can receive a Sync Beacon frame sent by B or D, and D can receive a Sync Beacon frame sent by C.

In FIG. 5-b, an initial condition of the four devices A, B, C, and D is similar to that in FIG. 5-a, that is, A is an AM. It is assumed that an MR of A is changed from 10 to 7 at a specific moment, and therefore an AMR of A is also changed to 7. If a Sync Beacon frame of A is sent earlier than that of B, when the frame is received by B, according to the algorithm provided in this embodiment of the present invention, an MR (=6) of B is less than an rxAMR (=7) of A, and therefore, B performs updating according to a state of A, where a new AMR is 7, and an HC is 1; and if a Sync Beacon frame of B is sent earlier than that of A, when A receives the frame, because an rxAMR (=10) is the same as an OldAMR (=10) of A, the frame is not used for AM selection. This avoids that an old AMR overwrites a new AMR.

Subsequently, the Sync Beacon frame sent by B is received by C, according to the algorithm provided in this embodiment of the present invention, C becomes an AM. C continues to send a Sync Beacon frame, which is received by B and D; according to the algorithm provided in this embodiment of the present invention, D becomes an AM, and B updates a state according to the Sync Beacon frame sent by C. Thereafter, D sends a Sync Beacon frame; because an AMR (=9) of D is largest, a state of D is received by C and is sent in a Sync Beacon frame in a next DW until updating of all nodes in the entire NAN network is completed.

In this embodiment of the present invention, in a preset time period after an AMR recorded in a device is changed (an AMR before the updating is recorded as OldAMR), if an rxAMR in the received Sync Beacon frame is equal to an OldAMR of the device, or when rxAMR < myAMR, the Sync Beacon frame is not used for AM selection. Therefore, two variables need to be maintained inside each device: the OldAMR and OldAMR_timer. The former records the AMR value before updating, and the latter is a timer. Each time the AMR recorded in the device is changed, the timer is reset to a preset value (for example, N DW/DWs), and then performs timing by subtraction until the timer is changed to 0.

A selection result of an execution process of AM selection is carried in a Sync Beacon frame sent by a NAN device in a sync state, and in principle, each device has an equal opportunity to enter a sync state; therefore, an AM selection algorithm inside a device may be indirectly learned by creating a corresponding condition and detecting a Sync Beacon frame sent by the device, and therefore, an AM selection algorithm described in this embodiment of the present invention is detectable.

The common AM selection algorithm (hereinafter referred to as an original solution) and an AM selection algorithm provided in this embodiment of the present invention (hereinafter referred to as a new solution) are separately described in the foregoing examples, and an simulation comparison is performed between the original solution and the new solution in the following section, so as to describe an advantage of the new solution.
1. Simulation assumption

[0174] A simulation area is a circular area whose radius is 500 m, and 253 NAN devices are evenly distributed in this area. A transmit power of a device is 20 dBm, and a channel attenuation model is (L represents a path loss):

\[ L(d) = \begin{cases} 
38.45 + 20\log(d), & d \leq 5 \\
52.45 + 35\log(d/5), & d > 5 
\end{cases} \]

[0175] It is assumed that communication bandwidth is 20 MHz, receiver sensitivity of the device is -92 dBm, a noise power is -96 dBm, and a receiving threshold is SINR>0dBm; it can be obtained, by means of calculation according to the foregoing formula, that a communication range of the device is approximately 250m.

[0176] In simulation of the new solution, a reset value of OldAMR_timer is 5 DWs.

[0177] A simulation time is 1000 DWs, and a clock drift is U (-25, 25) ppm, where U represents even distribution. Both MR updating and subtraction counting of AM_timer occur when a DW starts. All simulation diagrams are observed outside a DW.

2. Performance comparison

2.1 AMR recorded in device

[0178] A largest MR in an entire NAN cluster varies with an MR of a device, and therefore, an AMR recorded in each device should also vary accordingly. Referring to FIG. 6-a and FIG. 6-b, FIG. 6-a and FIG. 6-b are respectively schematic diagrams of statistics collection on an AMR value in a common method for AM selection and in a method for AM selection according to an embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 6-a and FIG. 6-b, a horizontal coordinate is a discovery window index (DW Index), and a vertical coordinate is an anchor master rank (Anchor Master Rank) in a NAN device (device). It can be learned, by comparing an AMR recorded in each device in the original solution with that in the new solution, that obviously, the original solution causes different AMRs recorded in devices in a NAN network, and the new solution is relatively "clean", and an AMR recorded in each device is a same value in most cases, which can ensure that time synchronization between devices is implemented.

[0179] Further, FIG. 6-c is obtained by magnifying a top of FIG. 6-a, and FIG. 6-d is obtained by magnifying a top of FIG. 6-b. In FIG. 6-c and FIG. 6-d, a horizontal coordinate is a discovery window index (DW Index), and a vertical coordinate is an anchor master rank (Anchor Master Rank) in a NAN device (device). It can be found, by comparing the two figures of FIG. 6-c and FIG. 6-d, that an AMR recorded in a device in the original solution changes once after a relatively long time, but an AMR recorded in a device in the new solution changes more frequently. Referring to FIG. 6-e, FIG. 6-e is a schematic diagram of statistics collection on a largest MR in a NAN network in a common method for AM selection. As shown in FIG. 6-f, FIG. 6-f is a schematic diagram of statistics collection on a largest MR in a NAN network in a method for AM selection according to an embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 6-e and FIG. 6-f, a horizontal coordinate is a discovery window index (DW Index), and a vertical coordinate is a largest master rank (Max Master Rank) in a NAN device (device). It can be found, with reference to variation status of the largest MRs in the NAN networks in FIG. 6-e and FIG. 6-f, that the AMR recorded in the device in the new solution is basically consistent with a change of the largest MR in the NAN network, but the AMR recorded in the device in the original solution cannot keep up with a change of the largest MR in the NAN network.

2.2. Quantity of AMs in NAN network

[0180] The original solution and the new solution result in a difference in the quantity of AMs in the network. As shown in FIG. 6-g, FIG. 6-g is a schematic diagram of statistics collection on the quantity of AMs in a NAN network in a common method for AM selection. As shown in FIG. 6-h, FIG. 6-h is a schematic diagram of statistics collection on the quantity of AMs in a NAN network in a method for AM selection according to an embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 6-g and FIG. 6-h, a horizontal coordinate is a discovery window index (DW Index), and a vertical coordinate is the quantity of anchor masters (the number of Anchor Master). In the original solution, no AM exists or two AMs exist in the network at most time; however, in the new solution, only one AM is maintained in the network in most cases. An AM is defined as a Master with a largest MR, and is a reference of synchronization of the NAN network. Generally, there is only one. Therefore, a result of the new solution better satisfies a design objective.
2.3. HC of device

[0181] An HC of a device in a NAN network is separately shown in FIG. 6-i and FIG. 6-j when the original solution and the new solution are applied. As shown in FIG. 6-i, FIG. 6-i is a schematic diagram of statistics collection on an HC in a NAN network in a common method for AM selection. As shown in FIG. 6-j, FIG. 6-j is a schematic diagram of statistics collection on an HC in a NAN network in a method for AM selection according to an embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 6-i and FIG. 6-j, a horizontal coordinate is a discovery window index (DW Index), and a vertical coordinate is a hop count (Hop Count). In the new solution, an HC in the network is always relatively small, and a largest HC does not exceed 8; however, in the original solution, when no larger MR appears, the HC of the device continuously increases, and a case in which \( HC=23 \) eventually occurs. Because a Sync Beacon frame in which an HC exceeds a specific threshold is discarded, even if a very small network scale is designed, an oversized HC results in a crash of the NAN network.

[0182] It should be noted that, in the original solution, an HC suddenly decreases after increasing to a specific value, and this change is not caused by occurrence of a device with a larger MR in the NAN network. Next, that the HC does not become larger is analyzed in the following, and a reason why the HC does not become larger is that a backoff value (unit: timeslot) of sending a Sync Beacon frame is specified as follows:

\[
\text{backoff\_timer} = \begin{cases} 
U(0,15), \text{HC} = 0 \\
U(HC \times 40, (HC + 1) \times 40), \text{HC} > 0
\end{cases}
\]

[0183] That is, the backoff time is related to the HC. A larger HC indicates a larger backoff value and later sending of a Sync Beacon frame. Another device further needs to send a service discovery frame, which occupies specific time, but a DW only has 16 TUs. Therefore, when the HC increases to a specific degree, backoff\_timer is too large, which causes that a Sync Beacon frame is not sent in the DW in time. Therefore, after waiting for 16 DWS, NAN devices set themselves to AMs in succession, and HCs are set to 0 again. Actually, in this case, the original network is crashed, and a NAN Cluster is re-established between devices. Therefore, this is a reason why the AMR recorded in the device suddenly keeps up with a change of the largest MR once after a relatively long time in the original solution in FIG. 6-c.

2.4. TSF synchronization

[0184] As shown in FIG. 6-k, FIG. 6-k is a schematic diagram of statistics collection on a change of a TSF in a NAN network in a common method for AM selection. As shown in FIG. 6-i, FIG. 6-i is a schematic diagram of statistics collection on a change of a TSF in a NAN network in a method for AM selection according to an embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 6-k and FIG. 6-i, a horizontal coordinate is a time \( t \), which is in unit of \( \mu s \) (\( \mu s \)), and a vertical coordinate is a Time Synchronization Function Drift (Time Synchronization Function Drift), which is in unit of \( \mu s \) (\( \mu s \)). In the original solution, because a real AM is lost, each device acts in its own way, and as time goes by, an obvious difference occur between TSFs of devices; however, in the new solution, because all devices can update AM information in time, and always maintain time synchronization with an AM, a difference between TSFs of devices is very small, and time synchronization between devices can be well implemented. Obviously, a TSF synchronization capability of the new solution is far better than that of the original solution.

[0185] It can be learned, by using the foregoing description about this embodiment of the present invention, that after a device receives a NAN Beacon frame, if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when a first AMR included in the NAN Beacon frame is less than a second AMR recorded in the device, and an MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, the device switches a role of the device to AM; or if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR included in the NAN Beacon frame is less than the second AMR recorded in the device, and an MR of the device is less than the first AMR, the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, second AM information and second TSF information that are recorded in the device. In a case in which the NAN Beacon frame received by the device can be used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, the role of the device is switched to AM, and the device whose role is switched to AM may overwrite an original AM in a NAN cluster, and therefore an original AM in the NAN cluster is also overwritten; even if an MR of the AM becomes smaller, a new AM is selected quickly. Therefore, there is always an AM in the NAN cluster, and each device can record correct AM information, which avoids a crash of the entire NAN cluster, and ensures that time synchronization between devices can be implemented. When the MR value of the device is insufficient to make the device an AM, that is, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR recorded in the device, and the MR of the device is less than the first AMR, the device may update, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device, and therefore the second AMR recorded in the device.
is also updated, and the original AMR in the NAN cluster is also overwritten; even if the MR of the AM becomes smaller, a new AM may be selected quickly. Therefore, there is always an AM in the NAN cluster, and each device can record the correct AM information, which avoids a crash of the entire NAN cluster and ensures that time synchronization between devices can be implemented.

[0186] It should be noted that, for brief description, the foregoing method embodiments are represented as a series of actions. However, a person skilled in the art should appreciate that the present invention is not limited to the described order of the actions, because according to the present invention, some steps may be executed in other orders or simultaneously. In addition, a person skilled in the art should also understand that all the embodiments described in this specification belong to exemplary embodiments, and the involved actions and modules may not be necessarily mandatory to the present invention.

[0187] To better implement the foregoing solutions in this embodiment of the present invention, a relevant apparatus configured to implement the foregoing solutions is provided in the following.

[0188] Referring to FIG. 7-a, a device 700 for anchor master selection provided in an embodiment of the present invention may include: a beacon frame receiving module 701, a role switching module 702, and an information updating module 703.

[0189] The beacon frame receiving module 701 is configured to receive a neighbor awareness networking beacon NAN Beacon frame, where the NAN Beacon frame carries first AM information and first time synchronization function TSF information, and the first AM information includes: a first anchor master rank AMR, a first hop count HC, and a first anchor master beacon transmission time AMBTT.

[0190] The role switching module 702 is configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than a second AMR, and a master rank MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, switch a role of the device to AM, where the device records second AM information, and the second AM information includes: the second AMR, a second HC, and a second AMBTT.

[0191] The information updating module 703 is configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is less than the first AMR, update, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0192] In some embodiments of the present invention, the role switching module 702 is further configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is equal to the first AMR, switch the role of the device to AM; or if the information updating module 703 is further configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is equal to the first AMR, update, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0193] Referring to FIG. 7-b, in some embodiments of the present invention, the device 700 for anchor master selection may further include:

an execution triggering module 704, configured to: if the first HC is less than or equal to the hop count threshold, trigger the role switching module 702 to execute the step of switching the role of the device to AM, or trigger the information updating module 703 to execute the step of updating, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0194] As shown in FIG. 7-b, in some other embodiments of the present invention, the device 700 for anchor master selection may further include:

a beacon frame discarding module 705, configured to: if the first HC is greater than the preset hop count threshold, discard the NAN Beacon frame.

[0195] Referring to FIG. 7-c, in some embodiments of the present invention, compared with the device 700 for anchor master selection shown in FIG. 7-a, when the device 700 is an AM, the device 700 for anchor master selection may further include:

a first AM selection determining module 706, configured to determine, in the following manners, whether the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection:

if the first AMR is less than the second AMR, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection;
if the first AMR is greater than or equal to the second AMR, and if the first AMR is equal to a third AMR within a preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, where the third AMR is an AMR before the second AMR in the device is updated; and if the NAN Beacon frame does not meet a first condition, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, where the first condition is as follows: the first AMR is less than the second AMR, or the first AMR is equal to the third AMR within the preset time period.

[0196] Referring to FIG. 7-d, in some embodiments of the present invention, compared with the device 700 for anchor master selection shown in FIG. 7-a, when the device 700 is an AM, the device 700 for anchor master selection may
further include:
a second AM selection determining module 707, configured to determine, in the following manners, whether the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection:

if the first AMR is less than the second AMR, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection;
if the first AMR is greater than or equal to the second AMR, when the second AMR in the device is updated, if the first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT within a preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection; and
if the NAN Beacon frame does not meet a second condition, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, where the second condition is as follows: the second AMR is less than the second AMR, or the first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT within the preset time period.

[0197] Referring to FIG. 7-e, in some embodiments of the present invention, compared with the device 700 for anchor master selection shown in FIG. 7-a, when the device 700 is not an AM, the device 700 for anchor master selection may further include:
a third AM selection determining module 708, configured to determine, in the following manners, whether the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection:
when the second AMR in the device is updated, if the first AMR is less than the second AMR within a preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection;
if the first AMR is equal to a third AMR within the preset period time, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, where the third AMR is an AMR before the second AMR in the device is updated; and
if the NAN Beacon frame does not meet a third condition, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, where the third condition is as follows: the first AMR is less than the second AMR within the preset time period, or the first AMR is equal to the third AMR within the preset time period.

[0198] Referring to FIG. 7-f, in some embodiments of the present invention, compared with the device 700 for anchor master selection shown in FIG. 7-a, when the device 700 is not an AM, the device 700 for anchor master selection may further include:
a fourth AM selection determining module 709, configured to determine, in the following manners, whether the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection:
if the first AMR is less than the second AMR within a preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection;
if the first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT within the preset time period, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection; and
if the NAN Beacon frame does not meet a fourth condition, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, where the fourth condition is as follows: the first AMR is less than the second AMR within the preset time period, or the first AMR is equal to the third AMR within the preset time period.

[0199] In some embodiments of the present invention, the information updating module 703 is further configured to:
if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is greater than the second AMR, update, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0200] It should be noted that referring to FIG. 7-g, in some embodiments of the present invention, the information updating module 703 includes:
a first AMR updating submodule 7031, configured to update the second AMR value to the first AMR value;
a first HC updating submodule 7032, configured to update the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1;
a first AMBTT updating submodule 7033, configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is sent by the AM, update the second AMBTT value to a value of a preset byte/preset bytes of the first TSF information; or if the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by the AM, update the second AMBTT to the first AMBTT; and
a TSF updating submodule 7034, configured to update a value of the second TSF information to a value of the first TSF information.

[0201] In some other embodiments of the present invention, the information updating module 703 is further configured to:
if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, and the first AMBTT is greater than the second AMBTT, update, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second TSF information and some information or all information of the second AM information that are recorded in the device.
Specifically, the information updating module 703 may include:

a first HC updating submodule, configured to update the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1;
a first AMBTT updating submodule, configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is sent by the AM, update the second AMBTT value to the value of the preset byte/bytes of the first TSF information; or if the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by the AM, update the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT; and
a TSF updating submodule, configured to update the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information.

In some embodiments of the present invention, the information updating module 703 is further configured to:

if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, and when the first AMBTT is equal to the second AMBTT, and the first HC is less than the second HC minus 1, update, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second TSF information and some information or all information of the second AM information that are recorded in the device.

Specifically, the information updating module 703 may include:

a first HC updating submodule, configured to update the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1; and
a TSF updating submodule, configured to update the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information.

Referring to FIG. 7-h, in some embodiments of the present invention, compared with the device 700 for anchor master selection shown in FIG. 7-a, the device 700 for anchor master selection may further include at least one of the following modules, and FIG. 7-h shows a Beacon frame ignoring module 710, a first updating module 711, and a third updating module 712 that are included in the device 700 for anchor master selection.

The Beacon frame ignoring module 710 is configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, and the first HC is greater than or equal to the second HC, ignore the first AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame.

The first updating module 711 is configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, and the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by the AM, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, the first HC is equal to the second HC minus 1, and the first AMBTT is greater than the second AMBTT, update the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT, and update the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information.

The third updating module 712 is configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, and the first HC is less than the second HC minus 1, if the NAN Beacon frame is sent by the AM, update the second AMBTT value to the value of the preset byte/bytes of the first TSF information; or if the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by the AM, update the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT, and update the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information, and update the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1.

Referring to FIG. 7-i, in some embodiments of the present invention, compared with the device 700 for anchor master selection shown in FIG. 7-a, the device 700 for anchor master selection may further include at least one of the following modules, and the FIG. 7-i shows the Beacon frame ignoring module 710, a second updating module 713, and the third updating module 712 that are included in the device 700 for anchor master selection.

The Beacon frame ignoring module 710 is configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, and the first HC is greater than or equal to the second HC, ignore the first AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame.

The second updating module 713 is configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, and the NAN Beacon frame is sent by an AM, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, the first HC is equal to the second HC minus 1, and the value of the preset byte/bytes of the first TSF information is greater than the second AMBTT, update the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT, and update the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information.

The third updating module 712 is configured to: if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, and the first HC is less than the second HC minus 1, if the NAN Beacon frame is sent by the AM, update the second AMBTT value to the value of the preset byte/bytes of the first TSF information; or if the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by the AM, update the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT, update the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information, and update the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1.

In some embodiments of the present invention, the role switching module 702 is further configured to: when a difference obtained by subtracting the second AMBTT from the value of the second TSF information is greater than a preset transmission time threshold, switch the role of the device to AM.
In some embodiments of the present invention, when the device is not an AM, and the MR of the device is updated, the role switching module 702 is further configured to: when an updated MR is greater than the second AMR, switch the role of the device to AM.

It should be noted that, referring to FIG. 7-j, in some embodiments of the present invention, the role switching module 702 includes:

- a second AM updating submodule 7021, configured to update the second AMR value to the MR value of the device;
- a second HC updating submodule 7022, configured to update the second HC value to 0; and
- a second AMBTT updating submodule 7023, configured to update the second AMBTT value to a value of a preset byte/preset bytes of the second TSF information.

In some embodiments of the present invention, the device 700 for anchor master selection may further include: a role maintaining module, configured to: when the MR of the device is updated, maintain an AM role, and update the recorded second AMR to an updated MR value of the device.

It should be noted that content such as information exchange between the modules/units of the foregoing apparatus and the execution processes thereof is based on the same idea as that of the method embodiments of the present invention, and produces the same technical effects as that of the method embodiments of the present invention. For the specific content, refer to the descriptions in the method embodiment described above, and details are not described herein again.

In conclusion, it can be learned, by using the foregoing description about this embodiment of the present invention, that after a beacon frame receiving module receives a NAN Beacon frame, if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when a first AMR included in the NAN Beacon frame is less than a second AMR recorded in a device, and an MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, a role switching module switches a role of the device to AM; or if the first AMR included in the NAN Beacon frame was less than the second AMR recorded in the device, and an MR of the device is less than the first AMR, an information updating module updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, second AM information and second TSF information that are recorded in the device. In a case in which the NAN Beacon frame received by the device can be used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, the role of the device is switched to AM, and the device whose role is switched to AM may overwrite an original AM in a NAN cluster, and therefore an original AMR in the NAN cluster is also overwritten; even if an MR of the AM becomes smaller, a new AM is selected quickly. Therefore, there is always an AM in the NAN cluster, and each device can record correct AM information, which avoids a crash of the entire NAN cluster, and ensures that time synchronization between devices can be implemented. When the MR value of the device is insufficient to make the device an AM, that is, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR recorded in the device, and the MR of the device is less than the first AMR, the device may update, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device, and therefore the second AMR recorded in the device is also updated, and the original AMR in the NAN cluster is also overwritten; even if the MR of the AM becomes smaller, a new AM may be selected quickly. Therefore, there is always an AM in the NAN cluster, and each device can record correct AM information, which avoids a crash of the entire NAN cluster and ensures that time synchronization between devices can be implemented.

This embodiment of the present invention further provides a computer storage medium, where the computer storage medium stores a program, and the program executes a part or all of steps recorded in the foregoing method embodiments.

Another device for anchor master selection provided in this embodiment of the present invention is introduced in the following. Referring to FIG. 8, a device 800 for anchor master selection includes: at least one processor 802, at least one receiver 801, at least one communication bus 804, and at least one memory 803. The quantity of the processors 802 in the device 800 for anchor master selection may be one or more, and one processor is used as an example in FIG. 8). In some embodiments of the present invention, the at least one receiver 801, the at least one memory 803, and the at least one communication bus 804, where the at least one communication bus 804 is used to implement connection and mutual communication between these components. (The quantity of the processors 802 in the device 800 for anchor master selection may be one or more, and one processor is used as an example in FIG. 8). In some embodiments of the present invention, the at least one receiver 801, the at least one processor 802, and the memory 803 may be connected by using the communication bus or another means.

An example in which connection is implemented by using the communication bus is used in FIG. 8.

The communication bus 804 may be an industry standard architecture (Industry Standard Architecture, ISA for short) bus, a peripheral component interconnect (Peripheral Component Interconnect, PCI for short) bus, or an extended industry standard architecture (Extended Industry Standard Architecture, EISA for short) bus, or the like. The bus 804 may be categorized into an address bus, a data bus, a control bus, and the like. For ease of denotation, the bus is represented by using only one thick line in FIG. 8; however, it does not indicate that there is only one bus or only one type of bus.

The memory 803 is configured to store executable program code, where the program code includes a computer operation instruction. The memory 803 may include a high-speed RAM memory, and may further include a non-volatile
memory (non-volatile memory), for example, at least one magnetic disk memory.

[0223] The processor 802 may be a central processing unit (Central Processing Unit, CPU for short), an application-specific integrated circuit (Application Specific Integrated Circuit, ASIC for short), or one or more integrated circuits configured to implement this embodiment of the present invention.

[0224] The processor 802 is configured to execute the executable program code stored in the memory 803, such as a computer program, so as to run a program corresponding to the executable code.

[0225] The receiver 801 is configured to receive a neighbor awareness networking beacon NAN Beacon frame, where the NAN Beacon frame carries first AM information and first time synchronization function TSF information, and the first AM information includes: a first anchor master rank AMR, a first hop count HC, and a first anchor master beacon transmission time AMBTT.

[0226] When executing the executable program code stored in the memory 803, the processor 802 may specifically execute the following steps:

after the NAN Beacon frame is received, if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than a second AMR, and a master rank MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, switching a role of the device to AM, where second AM information are recorded in the device, and the second AM information includes: the second AMR, a second HC, and a second AMBTT; and
if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is less than the first AMR, updating, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0227] In some embodiments of the present invention, the processor 802 is further configured to execute the following steps:

if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is equal to the first AMR, switching the role of the device to AM, or updating, by the device, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0228] In some embodiments of the present invention, before the processor 802 switches the role of the device to AM, or updates, by the device, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device, the processor 802 is further configured to execute the following steps:

if the first HC is less than or equal to the hop count threshold, triggering execution of the step of switching the role of the device to AM, or triggering execution of the step of updating, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0229] In some embodiments of the present invention, when the device is an AM, the processor 802 determines, in the following manners, whether the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection:

if the first AMR is less than the second AMR, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection; if the first AMR is greater than or equal to the second AMR, and if the first AMR is equal to a third AMR within a preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, where the third AMR is an AMR before the second AMR in the device is updated; and
if the NAN Beacon frame does not meet a first condition, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, where the first condition is as follows: the first AMR is less than the second AMR, or the first AMR is equal to the third AMR within the preset time period.

[0230] When the device is an AM, in some embodiments of the present invention, the processor 802 may determine, in the following manners, whether the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection:

if the first AMR is less than the second AMR, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection; if the first AMR is greater than or equal to the second AMR, and if the first AMR is equal to a third AMR within a preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, where the third AMR is an AMR before the second AMR in the device is updated; and
if the NAN Beacon frame does not meet a second condition, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, where the second condition is as follows: the first AMR is less than the second AMR, or the first AMR is equal to the second AMR within the preset time period.

[0231] When the device is not an AM, in some embodiments of the present invention, the processor 802 may determine, in the following manners, whether the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection:

if the first AMR is less than the second AMR within a preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts,
determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection; if the first AMR is equal to a third AMR within the preset period time, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection, where the third AMR is an AMR before the second AMR in the device is updated; and if the NAN Beacon frame does not meet a third condition, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, where the third condition is as follows: the first AMR is less than the second AMR within the preset time period, or the first AMR is equal to the third AMR within the preset time period.

[0232] When the device is not an AM, in some embodiments of the present invention, the processor 802 may determine, in the following manners, whether the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection:

if the first AMR is less than the second AMR within a preset time period after updating of the second AMR starts, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection;
if the first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT within the preset time period, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is not used for AM selection; and
if the NAN Beacon frame does not meet a fourth condition, determining that the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, where the fourth condition is as follows: the first AMR is less than the second AMR within the preset time period, or the first AMBTT is less than the second AMBTT within the preset time period.

[0233] In some embodiments of the present invention, the processor 802 is further configured to execute the following steps: if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is greater than the second AMR, updating, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0234] In some embodiments of the present invention, the processor 802 is further configured to execute the following steps:

if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, if the first AMBTT is greater than the second AMBTT, or the first AMBTT is equal to the second AMBTT and the first HC is less than the second HC minus 1, updating, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

[0235] In some embodiments of the present invention, the processor 802 is further configured to execute at least one of the following steps:

if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, and the first HC is greater than or equal to the second HC, ignoring the first AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame; if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, the first AMBTT value is not 0, the first HC is equal to the second HC minus 1, and the first AMBTT is greater than the second AMBTT, updating the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT, and updating the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information; if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, and the first AMBTT value is 0, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, the first HC is equal to the second HC minus 1, and the value of the preset byte/bytes of the first TSF information is greater than the second AMBTT, updating the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT, and updating the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information; and if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, and the first HC is less than the second HC minus 1, if the NAN Beacon frame is sent by the AM, updating the second AMBTT value to the value of the preset byte/bytes of the first TSF information; or if the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by the AM, updating the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT, updating the value of the second TSF information to the value of the first TSF information, and updating the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1.
In some embodiments of the present invention, the processor 802 is further configured to execute:

- when a difference obtained by subtracting the second AMBTT from the value of the second TSF information is greater than a preset transmission time threshold, switching the role of the device to AM.

In some embodiments of the present invention, when the device is not an AM, and the MR of the device is updated, the processor 802 is further configured to execute the following steps:

- when an updated MR of the device is greater than the second AMR, switching the role of the device to AM.

In some embodiments of the present invention, the switching, by the processor 802, the role of the device to AM specifically includes:

- updating the second AMR value to the first AMR value;
- updating the second HC value to 0; and
- updating the second AMBTT value to the value of the preset byte/bytes of the second TSF information.

In some embodiments of the present invention, when the device is an AM, the processor 802 is further configured to execute the following steps:

- when the MR of the device is updated, maintaining an AM role, and updating the recorded second AMR to an updated MR value of the device.

It can be learned, by using the foregoing description about this embodiment of the present invention, that after a device receives a NAN Beacon frame, if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when a first AMR included in the NAN Beacon frame is less than a second AMR recorded in the device, and an MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, the device switches a role of the device to AM; or if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR included in the NAN Beacon frame is less than the second AMR recorded in the device, and an MR of the device is less than the first AMR, the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, second AM information and second TSF information that are recorded in the device. In a case in which the NAN Beacon frame received by the device can be used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, the role of the device is switched to AM, and the device whose role is switched to AM may overwrite an original AM in a NAN cluster, and therefore an original AM in the NAN cluster is also overwritten; even if an MR of the AM becomes smaller, a new AM is selected quickly. Therefore, there is always an AM in the NAN cluster, and each device can record correct AM information, which avoids a crash of the entire NAN cluster, and ensures that time synchronization between devices can be implemented. When the MR value of the device is insufficient to make the device an AM, that is, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR recorded in the device, and the MR of the device is less than the first AMR, the device may update, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device, and therefore the second AMR recorded in the device is also updated, and the original AMR in the NAN cluster is also overwritten; even if the MR of the AM becomes smaller, a new AM may be selected quickly. Therefore, there is always an AM in the NAN cluster, and each device can record the correct AM information, which avoids a crash of the entire NAN cluster and ensures that time synchronization between devices can be implemented.

In addition, it should be noted that the described apparatus embodiment is merely exemplary. The units described as separate parts may or may not be physically separate, and parts displayed as units may or may not be physical units, may be located in one position, or may be distributed on a plurality of network units. Some or all of the modules may be selected according to actual needs to achieve the objectives of the solutions of the embodiments. In addition, in the accompanying drawings of the apparatus embodiments provided by the present invention, connection relationships between modules indicate that the modules have communication connections with each other, which may be specifically implemented as one or more communications buses or signal cables. An ordinary person skilled in the art may understand and implement the embodiments of the present invention without creative efforts.

Based on the description of the foregoing implementation manners, a person skilled in the art may clearly understand that the present invention may be implemented by software in addition to necessary universal hardware, or by dedicated hardware, including a dedicated integrated circuit, a dedicated CPU, a dedicated memory, a dedicated component, and the like. Generally, any functions that can be performed by a computer program can be easily implemented by using corresponding hardware. Moreover, a specific hardware structure used to achieve a same function may be of various forms, for example, in a form of an analog circuit, a digital circuit, a dedicated circuit, or the like. However, as for the present invention, software program implementation is a better implementation manner in most cases. Based on such an understanding, the technical solutions of the present invention essentially or the part contributing to the prior art may be implemented in a form of a software product. The software product is stored in a readable storage medium, such as a floppy disk, a USB flash drive, a removable hard disk, a read-only memory (ROM, Read-Only Memory), a random access memory (RAM, Random Access Memory), a magnetic disk, or an optical disc of a computer, and includes several instructions for instructing a computer device (which may be a personal computer, a server, a network device, and the like) to perform the methods described in the embodiments of the present invention.
The foregoing embodiments are merely intended for describing the technical solutions of the present invention, but not for limiting the present invention.

Claims

1. A method for anchor master, AM, selection, where the method comprises:

   receiving (101, 301, 401), by a device, a neighbor awareness networking beacon, NAN Beacon, frame, wherein the NAN Beacon frame carries first AM information and first time synchronization function, TSF, information, and the first AM information comprises: a first anchor master rank, AMR, a first hop count, HC, and a first anchor master beacon transmission time, AMBTT; and second AM information and second TSF information are recorded in the device, wherein the second AM information comprises: a second AMR, a second HC, and a second AMBTT; if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and a master rank, MR, of the device is greater than the first AMR, switching (102, 303, 402), by the device, a role of the device to an AM; and

   if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and the MR of the device is less than the first AMR, updating (103, 304, 403), by the device according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the switching or the updating is performed when the role of the device is not an AM.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the step of updating (103), by the device according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device comprises:

   updating, by the device, the second AMR value to the first AMR value;
   updating, by the device, the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1;
   if the NAN Beacon frame is sent by an AM, updating, by the device, the second AMBTT value to a value of a preset byte/preset bytes of the first TSF information; or if the NAN Beacon frame is sent by a non-AM, updating, by the device, the second AMBTT value to the first AMBTT; and
   updating, by the device, a value of the second TSF information to a value of the first TSF information.

4. The method according to claim 1 or 2 or 3, wherein the method further comprises:

   if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection and the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, if the first AMBTT is greater than the second AMBTT, updating (306, 307), by the device according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second TSF information and some information or all information of the second AM information that are recorded in the device.

5. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the switching, by the device, the role of the device to AM comprises:

   updating, by the device, the second AMR value to the MR value of the device;
   updating, by the device, the second HC value to 0; and
   updating, by the device, the second AMBTT value to 0x00000000.

6. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein when the role of the device is an AM, the method further comprises:

   when the MR of the device is updated, maintaining (408), by the device, the role of the device as an AM, and updating, by the device, the recorded second AMR to an updated MR value of the device.

7. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein the NAN Beacon frame is a synchronization Beacon frame.

8. A device (800) for anchor master, AM, selection, where the device comprises:

   a memory (803) storing instructions;
a receiver (801) configured to receive a neighbor awareness networking beacon, NAN Beacon, frame, where
the NAN Beacon frame carries first AM information and first time synchronization function, TSF, information,
and the first AM information includes: a first anchor master rank, AMR, a first hop count, HC, and a first anchor
master beacon transmission time, AMBTT; and second AM information and second TSF information are recorded
in the device, wherein the second AM information comprises: a second AMR, a second HC, and a second AMBTT;
a processor (802) configured to execute the instructions to perform operations of:

after the NAN Beacon frame is received, if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first
AMR is less than the second AMR, and a master rank, MR, of the device is greater than the first AMR,
switching a role of the device to an AM; and
if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when the first AMR is less than the second AMR, and
the MR of the device is less than the first AMR, updating, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second
AM information and the second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

9. The device according to claim 8, wherein the operation of switching or updating is performed when the role of
the device is not an AM.

10. The device according to claim 8 or 9, wherein the operation of updating comprises:

   updating the second AMR value to the first AMR value;
   updating the second HC value to the first HC value plus 1;
   if the NAN Beacon frame is sent by an AM, updating the second AMBTT value to a value of a preset byte/preset
   bytes of the first TSF information; or if the NAN Beacon frame is sent by a non-AM, updating the second AMBTT
   value to the first AMBTT; and
   updating a value of the second TSF information to a value of the first TSF information.

11. The device according to claim 8 or 9 or 10, wherein the processor (802) is further configured to execute the instructions
to perform operations of:

   if the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection and the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, if the first
   AMBTT is greater than the second AMBTT, updating, according to the NAN Beacon frame, the second TSF
   information and some information or all information of the second AM information that are recorded in the device.

12. The device according to any one of claims 8 to 11, wherein the operation of switching comprises:

   updating the second AMR value to the MR value of the device;
   updating the second HC value to 0; and
   updating the second AMBTT value to 0x00000000.

13. The device according to any one of claims 8 to 12, wherein when the role of the device is an AM, the processor
(802) is further configured to execute the instructions to perform operations of:

   when the MR of the device is updated, maintaining the role of the device as an AM, and updating the recorded
   second AMR to an updated MR value of the device.

14. The device according to any one of claims 8 to 13, wherein the NAN Beacon frame is a synchronization Beacon frame.

15. A computer program product, comprising computer program code, which, when executed by a computer unit, will
cause the computer unit to perform the method of any one of claims 1 to 7.

16. A computer readable medium for anchor master, AM, selection, comprising computer program code, which, when
executed by a computer, will cause the computer to perform the method of any one of claims 1 to 7.

17. The computer program product or the computer readable medium according to claim 15 or 16, wherein the computer
is a device in a neighbor awareness networking, NAN, cluster.
Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Ankermaster- bzw. AM-Auswahl, wobei das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

Empfangen (101, 301, 401), durch eine Vorrichtung, eines "Neighbor Awareness Networking"-Beacon- bzw. NAN-Beacon-Rahmens, wobei der NAN-Beacon-Rahmen erste AM-Informationen und erste Zeitsynchronisationsfunktionsinformationen bzw. TSF-Informationen führt und die ersten AM-Informationen Folgendes umfassen: einen ersten Ankermaster-Rangwert bzw. AMR, eine erste Sprungzählung bzw. HC und eine erste Ankermaster-Beacon-Übertragungszeit bzw. AMBTT; und zweite AM-Informationen und zweite TSF-Informationen in der Vorrichtung aufgezeichnet sind, wobei die zweiten AM-Informationen Folgendes umfassen: einen zweiten AMR, eine zweite HC und eine zweite AMBTT; falls der NAN-Beacon-Rahmen zur AM-Auswahl verwendet wird, wenn der erste AMR geringer als der zweite AMR ist und einen Masterrangwert bzw. MR der Vorrichtung größer als der erste AMR ist, Umschalten (102, 303, 402), durch die Vorrichtung, einer Funktion der Vorrichtung zu einem AM; und falls der NAN-Beacon-Rahmen zur AM-Auswahl verwendet wird, wenn der erste AMR geringer als der zweite AMR ist und der MR der Vorrichtung geringer als der erste AMR ist, Aktualisieren (103, 304, 403), durch die Vorrichtung gemäß dem NAN-Beacon-Rahmen, der zweiten AM-Informationen und der zweiten TSF-Informationen, die in der Vorrichtung aufgezeichnet sind.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Umschalten oder das Aktualisieren durchgeführt wird, wenn die Funktion der Vorrichtung nicht ein AM ist.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei der Schritt des Aktualisierens (103), durch die Vorrichtung gemäß dem NAN-Beacon-Rahmen, der zweiten AM-Informationen und der zweiten TSF-Informationen, die in der Vorrichtung aufgezeichnet sind, Folgendes umfasst, Folgendes umfasst:

Aktualisieren, durch die Vorrichtung, des zweiten AMR-Werts zum ersten AMR-Wert; Aktualisieren, durch die Vorrichtung, des zweiten HC-Werts zum ersten HC-Wert plus 1; falls der NAN-Beacon-Rahmen durch einen AM gesendet wird, Aktualisieren, durch die Vorrichtung, des zweiten AMBTT-Werts zu einem Wert eines voreingestellten Byte/von voreingestellten Bytes der ersten TSF-Informationen oder, falls der NAN-Beacon-Rahmen durch einen Nicht-AM gesendet wird, Aktualisieren, durch die Vorrichtung, des zweiten AMBTT-Werts zur ersten AMBTT; und Aktualisieren, durch die Vorrichtung, eines Werts der zweiten TSF-Informationen zu einem Wert der ersten TSF-Informationen.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2 oder 3, wobei das Verfahren ferner Folgendes umfasst:

falls der NAN-Beacon-Rahmen zur AM-Auswahl verwendet wird und der erste AMR gleich dem zweiten AMR ist, falls die erste AMBTT größer als die zweite AMBTT ist, Aktualisieren (306, 307), durch die Vorrichtung gemäß dem NAN-Beacon-Rahmen, der zweiten TSF-Informationen und mancher Informationen oder aller Informationen der zweiten AM-Informationen, die in der Vorrichtung aufgezeichnet sind.

5. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei das Umschalten, durch die Vorrichtung, der Funktion der Vorrichtung zu AM Folgendes umfasst:

Aktualisieren, durch die Vorrichtung, des zweiten AMR-Werts zum MR-Wert der Vorrichtung; Aktualisieren, durch die Vorrichtung, des zweiten HC-Werts zu 0 und Aktualisieren, durch die Vorrichtung, des zweiten AMBTT-Werts zu 0x00000000.

6. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, wobei das Verfahren, wenn die Funktion der Vorrichtung ein AM ist, ferner Folgendes umfasst:

wenn der MR der Vorrichtung aktualisiert wird, Beibehalten (408), durch die Vorrichtung, der Funktion der Vorrichtung als ein AM und Aktualisieren, durch die Vorrichtung, des aufgezeichneten zweiten AMR zu einem aktualisierten MR-Wert der Vorrichtung.

7. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, wobei der NAN-Beacon-Rahmen ein Synchronisations-Beacon-Rahmen ist.
8. Vorrichtung (800) zur Ankermaster- bzw. AM-Auswahl, wobei die Vorrichtung Folgendes umfasst:

- einen Speicher (803), der Anweisungen speichert;
- einen Empfänger (801), der konfiguriert ist zum Empfangen eines "Neighbor Awareness Networking"-Beacon-bzw. NAN-Beacon-Rahmens, wobei der NAN-Beacon-Rahmen erste AM-Informationen und erste Zeitsynchronisationsfunktionsinformationen bzw. TSF-Informationen führt und die ersten AM-Informationen Folgendes beinhalten: einen ersten Ankermaster-Rangwert bzw. AMR, eine erste Sprungzählung bzw. HC und eine erste Ankermaster-Beacon-Übertragungszeit bzw. AMBTT; und zweite AM-Informationen und zweite TSF-Informationen in der Vorrichtung aufgezeichnet sind, wobei die zweiten AM-Informationen Folgendes umfassen: einen zweiten AMR, eine zweite HC und eine zweite AMBTT;
- einen Prozessor (802), der konfiguriert ist zum Ausführen der Anweisungen, um die folgenden Arbeitsvorgänge durchzuführen:

   nachdem der NAN-Beacon-Rahmen empfangen wird, falls der NAN-Beacon-Rahmen zur AM-Auswahl verwendet wird, wenn der erste AMR geringer als der zweite AMR ist und ein Masterrangwert bzw. MR der Vorrichtung größer als der erste AMR ist, Umschalten eine Funktion der Vorrichtung zu einem AM; und,
   falls der NAN-Beacon-Rahmen zur AM-Auswahl verwendet wird, wenn der erste AMR geringer als der zweite AMR ist und der MR der Vorrichtung geringer als der erste AMR ist, Aktualisieren, gemäß dem NAN-Beacon-Rahmen, der zweiten AM-Informationen und der zweiten TSF-Informationen, die in der Vorrichtung aufgezeichnet sind.

9. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, wobei der Arbeitsvorgang des Umschaltens oder Aktualisierens durchgeführt wird, wenn die Funktion der Vorrichtung nicht ein AM ist.

10. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8 oder 9, wobei der Arbeitsvorgang des Aktualisierens Folgendes umfasst:

   Aktualisieren des zweiten AMR-Werts zum ersten AMR-Wert;
   Aktualisieren des zweiten HC-Werts zum ersten HC-Wert plus 1;
   falls der NAN-Beacon-Rahmen durch einen AM gesendet wird, Aktualisieren des zweiten AMBTT-Werts zu einem Wert eines voreingestellten Byte/von voreingestellten Bytes der ersten TSF-Informationen oder, falls der NAN-Beacon-Rahmen durch einen Nicht-AM gesendet wird, Aktualisieren des zweiten AMBTT-Werts zur ersten AMBTT; und
   Aktualisieren eines Werts der zweiten TSF-Informationen zu einem Wert der ersten TSF-Informationen.

11. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8 oder 9 oder 10, wobei der Prozessor (802) ferner konfiguriert ist zum Ausführen der Anweisungen, um die folgenden Arbeitsvorgänge durchzuführen:

   falls der NAN-Beacon-Rahmen zur AM-Auswahl verwendet wird und der erste AMR gleich dem zweiten AMR ist, falls die erste AMBTT größer als die zweite AMBTT ist, Aktualisieren, gemäß dem NAN-Beacon-Rahmen, der zweiten TSF-Informationen und mancher Informationen oder aller Informationen der zweiten AM-Informationen, die in der Vorrichtung aufgezeichnet sind.

12. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 8 bis 11, wobei der Arbeitsvorgang des Umschaltens Folgendes umfasst:

   Aktualisieren des zweiten AMR-Werts zum MR-Wert der Vorrichtung;
   Aktualisieren des zweiten HC-Werts zu 0 und
   Aktualisieren des zweiten AMBTT-Werts zu 0x00000000.

13. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 8 bis 12, wobei, wenn die Funktion der Vorrichtung ein AM ist, der Prozessor (802) ferner konfiguriert ist zum Ausführen der Anweisungen, um die folgenden Arbeitsvorgänge durchzuführen:

   wenn der MR der Vorrichtung aktualisiert wird, Beibehalten der Funktion der Vorrichtung als ein AM und Aktualisieren des aufgezeichneten zweiten AMR zu einem aktualisierten MR-Wert der Vorrichtung.


15. Computerprogrammprodukt, das Computerprogrammcode umfasst, der, wenn er durch eine Computereinheit aus-
geführt wird, bewirkt, dass die Computereinheit das Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7 durchführt.

16. Computerlesbares Medium zur Ankermaster- bzw. AM-Auswahl, das Computerprogrammprodukt umfasst, das, wenn es durch einen Computer ausgeführt wird, bewirkt, dass der Computer das Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7 durchführt.


Revendications

1. Procédé de sélection d’un maître d’ancrage, AM, le procédé comprenant de :

   recevoir (101, 301, 401), par un dispositif, une trame de balise de réseau de reconnaissance de voisinage, balise NAN, dans lequel la trame de balise NAN contient des premières informations AM et de premières informations de fonction de synchronisation temporelle, TSF, et les premières informations AM comprennent :

   un premier rang de maître d’ancrage, AMR, un premier compte de bonds, HC, et un premier temps de transmission de balise de maître d’ancrage, AMBTT ; et de secondes informations AM et de secondes informations TSF sont enregistrées dans le dispositif, dans lequel les secondes informations AM comprennent : un second AMR, un second HC, et un second AMBTT ; si la trame de balise NAN est utilisée pour la sélection d’AM, lorsque le premier AMR est inférieur au second AMR, et qu’un rang de maître, MR, du dispositif est supérieur au premier AMR, changer (102, 303, 402), par le dispositif, un rôle du dispositif en faveur de l’AM ; et

   si la trame de balise NAN est utilisée pour la sélection d’AM, lorsque le premier AMR est inférieur au second AMR, et que le MR du dispositif est inférieur au premier AMR, mettre à jour (103, 304, 403), par le dispositif en fonction de la trame de balise NAN, les secondes informations AM et les secondes informations TSF enregistrées dans le dispositif.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le changement ou la mise à jour est effectué(e) lorsque le rôle du dispositif n’est pas AM.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel l’étape de mise à jour (103), par le dispositif en fonction de la trame de balise NAN, des secondes informations AM et des secondes informations TSF qui sont enregistrées dans le dispositif comprend de :

   mettre à jour, par le dispositif, la seconde valeur AMR à la première valeur AMR ;
   mettre à jour, par le dispositif, la seconde valeur HC à la première valeur HC plus 1 ;
   si la trame de balise NAN est envoyée par un AM, mettre à jour, par le dispositif, la seconde valeur AMBTT à une valeur d’un octet prédéfini/d’octets prédéfinis des premières informations TSF ; ou
   si la trame de balise NAN est envoyée par une entité autre qu’un AM, mettre à jour, par le dispositif, la seconde valeur AMBTT à la première valeur AMBTT ; et
   mettre à jour, par le dispositif, une valeur des secondes informations TSF vers une valeur des premières informations TSF.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2 ou 3, dans lequel le procédé comprend en outre de :

   si la trame de balise NAN est utilisée pour la sélection d’AM et que le premier AMR est égal au second AMR,
   si le premier AMBTT est supérieur au second AMBTT, mettre à jour (306, 307), par le dispositif en fonction de la trame de balise NAN, les secondes informations TSF et certaines informations ou toutes les informations des secondes informations AM qui sont enregistrées dans le dispositif.

5. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel le changement, par le dispositif, du rôle du dispositif en faveur de l’AM comprend de :

   mettre à jour, par le dispositif, la seconde valeur AMR vers la valeur MR du dispositif ;
   mettre à jour, par le dispositif, la seconde valeur HC vers 0 ; et
6. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, dans lequel, lorsque le rôle du dispositif est AM, le procédé comprend en outre de :

lorsque le MR du dispositif est mis à jour, maintenir (408), par le dispositif, le rôle du dispositif comme AM, et mettre à jour, par le dispositif, le second AMR enregistré à une valeur MR mise à jour du dispositif.

7. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6, dans lequel la trame de balise NAN est une trame de balise de synchronisation.

8. Dispositif (800) de sélection d'un maître d'ancrage, AM, dans lequel le dispositif comprend :

une mémoire (803) stockant des instructions ;

un récepteur (801) configuré pour recevoir une trame de balise de réseau de reconnaissance de voisinage, balise NAN, dans lequel la trame de balise NAN contient de premières informations AM et de premières informations de fonction de synchronisation temporelle, TSF, et les premières informations AM comprennent :

un premier rang de maître d'ancrage, AMR, un premier compte de bonds, HC, et un premier temps de transmission de balise de maître d'ancrage, AMBTT ; et de secondes informations AM et de secondes informations TSF sont enregistrées dans le dispositif, dans lequel les secondes informations AM comprennent : un second AMR, un second HC, et un second AMBTT ;

un processeur (802) configuré pour exécuter les instructions pour effectuer des opérations consistant à :

après réception de la trame de balise NAN, si la trame de balise NAN est utilisée pour la sélection d'AM, lorsque le premier AMR est inférieur au second AMR et que le rang de maître, MR, du dispositif est supérieur au premier AMR, changer un rôle du dispositif en faveur d'AM ; et si la trame de balise NAN est utilisée pour la sélection d'AM, lorsque le premier AMR est inférieur au second AMR, et que le MR du dispositif est inférieur au premier AMR, mettre à jour, en fonction de la trame de balise NAN, les secondes informations AM et les secondes informations TSF enregistrées dans le dispositif.

9. Dispositif selon la revendication 8, dans lequel l'opération de changement ou de mise à jour est effectuée lorsque le rôle du dispositif n'est pas AM.

10. Dispositif selon la revendication 8 ou 9, dans lequel l'opération de mise à jour comprend de :

mettre à jour la seconde valeur AMR vers la première valeur AMR ;
mettre à jour la seconde valeur HC vers la première valeur HC plus 1 ;

si la trame de balise NAN est envoyée par un AM, mettre à jour la seconde valeur AMBTT vers une valeur d'un octet prédéfini/d'octets prédéfinis des premières informations TSF ; ou si la trame de balise NAN est envoyée par une entité autre qu'un AM, mettre à jour la seconde valeur AMBTT vers le premier AMBTT ; et mettre à jour une valeur des secondes informations TSF vers une valeur des premières informations TSF.

11. Dispositif selon la revendication 8 ou 9 ou 10, dans lequel le processeur (802) est en outre configuré pour exécuter les instructions pour effectuer des opérations consistant à :

si la trame de balise NAN est utilisée pour la sélection d'AM et que le premier AMR est égal au second AMR, si le premier AMBTT est supérieur au second AMBTT,
mettre à jour, en fonction de la trame de balise NAN, les secondes informations TSF et certaines informations ou toutes les informations des secondes informations AM qui sont enregistrées dans le dispositif.

12. Dispositif selon l'une quelconque des revendications 8 à 11, dans lequel l'opération de changement comprend de :

mettre à jour la seconde valeur AMR vers la valeur MR du dispositif ;
mettre à jour la seconde valeur HC vers 0 ; et
mettre à jour la seconde valeur AMBTT vers 0x00000000.
13. Dispositif selon l'une quelconque des revendications 8 à 12, dans lequel, lorsque le rôle du dispositif est AM, le processeur (802) est en outre configuré pour exécuter les instructions pour effectuer des opérations consistant à :

lorsque le MR du dispositif est mis à jour, maintenir le rôle du dispositif comme AM, et mettre à jour le second AMR enregistré vers une valeur MR mise à jour du dispositif.

14. Dispositif selon l'une quelconque des revendications 8 à 13, dans lequel la trame de balise NAN est une trame de balise de synchronisation.

15. Produit de programme d'ordinateur, comprenant un code de programme d'ordinateur, qui, lorsqu'il est exécuté par une unité d'ordinateur, amène l'unité d'ordinateur à effectuer le procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 7.

16. Support lisible par ordinateur pour la sélection d'un maître d'ancrage, AM, comprenant un code de programme d'ordinateur qui, lorsqu'il est exécuté par un ordinateur, amène l'ordinateur à effectuer le procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 7.

17. Produit de programme d'ordinateur ou support lisible par ordinateur selon la revendication 15 ou 16, dans lequel l'ordinateur est un dispositif dans une grappe de réseau de reconnaissance de voisinage, NAN.
A device receives a NAN Beacon frame

If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when a first AMR is less than a second AMR, and an MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, the device switches a role of the device to AM

If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when a first AMR is less than a second AMR, and an MR of the device is less than the first AMR, the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, second AM information and second TSF information that are recorded in the device

FIG. 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FC</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>A3</th>
<th>Seq. Ctrl.</th>
<th>Time Stamp</th>
<th>Beacon Interval</th>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>NANIE</th>
<th>FCS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Octets</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Var.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 2
A device receives a NAN Beacon frame

- If the first AMR is greater than a preset hop count threshold, the device discards the NAN Beacon frame.
- If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when a first AMR is less than a second AMR, and an MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, the device switches a role of the device to AM.
- If the first AMR is less than the second AMR, the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, second AM information and second TSF information that are recorded in the device.
- If the first AMR is greater than the second AMR, the device updates, according to the first AMR, second AM information and second TSF information that are recorded in the device.
- If the first AMR is equal to the second AMR, the device updates, according to the second AMR, second AM information and second TSF information that are recorded in the device.
If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when a first AMR is less than a second AMR, and an MR of the device is greater than the first AMR, the device switches a role of the device to AM.

If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when a first AMR is less than a second AMR, and an MR of the device is less than the first AMR, the device updates, according to the NAN Beacon frame, second AM information and second TSF information that are recorded in the device.

If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when a first AMR is equal to a second AMR, and a first HC is greater than or equal to a second HC, the device ignores first AM information carried in the NAN Beacon frame.

If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, and the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by an AM, when a first AMR is equal to a second AMR, a first HC is equal to a second HC minus 1, and a first AMBTT is greater than a second AMBTT, the device updates a value of the second AMBTT to the first AMBTT.

If the NAN Beacon frame is used for AM selection, when a first AMR is equal to a second AMR, and a first HC is less than a second HC minus 1, if the NAN Beacon frame is sent by an AM, the device updates a value of a second AMBTT to the last four bytes of a value of first TSF information; or if the NAN Beacon frame is not sent by an AM, the device updates the value of the second AMBTT to a value of an AMBTT that is of a neighbor awareness networking cluster attribute and carried in the NAN Beacon frame.

When the device is not an AM, and an MR of the device is updated, when an updated MR of the device is greater than a second AMR, the device switches a role of the device to AM.

When the device is an AM, and when an MR of the device is updated, the device maintains an AM role, and the device updates a recorded second AMR to a value of an updated MR of the device.
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